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Stroke of Paralysis Cause of Death of
Chairman of Foreign Relations
Committee.
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TEUTONS FROM
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AND FRENCH
IN ATTACK.

HANGARD

Senator WilWashington, April
liam J. Stone of Missouri, chairman
of the Senate foreign relations com
mittee, and for many years prominent
anions Democratic leaders, died here
Sunday after a stroke of paralysis suffered last Wednesday.
Senator William J. Stone was In pub
lic life forty-fivyears, and during
that long period probably engaged In
as many political contests as any man
of his time, ranging all the way from
controversies over county offices to
the broadest national issues.
Although he had served In the House

TEUTONS STREW FIELD
U. 8. MEN REPEL

BLOW

AT

Ml

HIEL TURNING POINT IN
BATTLE REACHED.

e

Western Newspaper L'nlon News Service.

London, April 17. Referring 1o the
nation at the front in the House of
I'oinmons, Premier Lloyd George tutid:
"The fluctuation between hone and
despondency must continue for some
time yet. Hut 1 am still full of confidence. . . . (Jen. Plumer (in coiniiiiiwl
at Messines ridge) is quite confident.
We huve lost territory, but we have
lost nothing vital."
Bit

Germany's mighty effort on the battlefield of Flanders has won new successes. According to the latest reports, the important strategic towns of
Uailleul, Wulverghem and Wytschaete
are in German hands, and, more important still, the Teutons have carried
a large part of the McshIih'H ridge hy
storm. Probably there has been no
more bitter struggle during the war
than that waged along the battle line
through the towns of Bailleul, Neuve
Kglise, Wulverghem and Wytnchaete.
Neuve Kglise was taken Monday, but
Hailleul held out until fresh masses of
German troops were hurled Into the
fray and charged repeatedly or. the
tired defenders. The same story might
be told of Wulverghem and Wytschaete, while the battle for Messines
ridge must have been frightful in its
Intensity.
The Germans have not attempted to
advance their lines further into the
British line3, for no new attacks on
Mervlllc and further west have been
reported.
They have devoted their
sole attention to the work of widening
out the salient and striking at Messines ridge and the railroad running
about six miles north of Uailleul.
There is higher ground just to the
north of Ra'.lleul and Neuve Kglise
from which the British can conduct a
stern defense.
Mervlllc is standing
firm, In spite of terrific attacks made
against it, while along the southern
side of the salient there have been no
engagements reported. The same condition holds true in tin sector before
Amiens, where there have been only
artillery duels. Raiding operations In
which both Bides have taken the initiative are reported from the French in
the Champagne.
In spite of the reports from the
American front that German attacks
there have bee utter failures, a report from Berlin, via Amsterdam, says
that the American positions near St.
Mlhiel were taken by storm by the
Germans, who held them against determined counter attacks. It Is probable that the German report deals with
the battle in which the Americans administered a sound beating to special
shock troops brougnt up by the Germans to take the American positions.
Thirteen persons were killed and
five
wounded In Tuesday's long
range bombardment of Paris.
The American troops northwest of
Toul again took possession of No
Man's Land near Apremout forest
Monday night, after a week in which
the shell-torland between the trenches was virtually deserted, except during the long series of attacks because
of the violence of the artillery fire.
forty--

U. S. WAR SECRETARY HOME.

Baker Praises Troops With Gen. Pershing and Achievements of Allied Forces.
Washington. April 17. Steeled to
the work ahead of him by personal
knowledge of conditions at the battle
fronts in Kurope, Secretary linker returned to his desk at the War Department from his trip abroad. There Is
no doubt that he believed measures
to checkmate the German effort will
come out of the pooling of all allied
and American resources under command of Gen. Koch, the French commander-in-chief.
On his arrival at an
Atlantic port he authorized this statement:
"I return with a sense of pride and
confidence at the achievements of the
United State.-- , and allied troops abroad
that would justify many trips across
the water."
Food Worth Million Destroyed.
Toronto, Ont. Fire did $750.0( damage to the plant of the Harris Abattoir
Company at the Union Stockyards
here. Half a million dollars' worth of
foodstuffs were destroyed.

British Sink Ten Hun Trawlers.
London, April 17. Ten German
trawlers have been sunk by gunfire in
the Cattegat (between Sweden and
Denmark), the admiralty announces.
Their crews were saved by British
hips. There were no British casualties. The operations In the Cattegat,
the statement says, were undertaken
of the
by the commander-in-chie- f
grand fleet.
Paul Bolo Pasha Executed.
Paris, April 17. Bolo Pasha has
been executed at Vincennes.

With the American Army iu France,
April 1,). Preceded by an intense
bombardment of high explosives and
poison gas shells, picked troops from
four German companies hurled themselves against the American positions
on the right bank of the Meuse, north
of St. Mlhiel, again early Sunday
morning, but were completely repulsed
fighting.
uftcr terrific hand
The Americans captured some prisonThe German losses already
ers.
dead and ten
counted are thirty-lou- r
wounded, who were in the American
and thirty dead in No Man's
Laud.
The enemy's casualties in the four
Gen. Ferdinand Foch has been put
fighting are estimated at bedays'
In supreme command of the armies of
tween :tuO and 40. Of this number,
Ho
the allies on the western front.
more than 100 were killed.
gained great fame In the battle of tho
Is
considered France's
Msrne, and
The entire allied line in Belgium
He Is ohlef of the
best strategist.
France is holding firm. Nowhere
and
French general staff.
have the Germana been able, notwithstanding the great numbers of men
COLLIER LOST MONTH hurled against it, especially that portion in Flanders where the British are
holding forth, to gain an inch of
order
CYCLOPS LAST REPORTED FROM ground. Field Marshal Haig's
that no more ground be ceded is rigidWEST INDIES.
ly being complied with, as is attested
by the thousands of German dead
before the British positions
Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming
eoulhwest of Ypres, where it is the
Men on Board the Missing Unitsd
ambition of the high German comStates Army Vessel.
mand to break through and envelop
Field Marshal Haig's forces and gain
Service.
News
l'nlon
an open highway toward the English
Western Newspal-Washington, April 16. Orders for channel.
naLikewise in Italy the big guns were
greater efforts to find the mliming
overdue from doing most of the work, although at
val collier Cyclops,
South American waters lor mora than several points enemy patrols attempta month, went out to American ships. ed to carry out diveisions, but met
In addition allied naval craft on patrol with no success.
in
At Neuve Eglise, northwest of
duty In the South scut, ure aiding
where the Germans are en
the search.
The big collier of ls.Oiw tons dis- deavoring to drive their wedge In furplacement, carrying (17 passengers, 15 ther in order to outflank Ypres, the
officers and 221 men in her crew, lias heaviest fighting has taken place.
been overdue at an Atlantic port since Throughout Saturday night and SunMarch Hi. She was last reported at a day there were battles of a most ob-iBtlnate character, the Germans throw
West Indies island March 4.
men into the attack,
Six Colorado men ate among those ing thousands of
their wastage in
who, it is feared, were lost on the Cy- notwitbstandong
killed or wounded.
clops. They are Edwin J. Straus and
Nowhere along the eighty-milfront
Denver; Ernest
Karl U. Wjitesell,
where the Germans are trying to drive
Small, Fort Logan; Ensign J. J. Cain,
through between Wulverghem and
Fairvlew; John Thomas Dennis,
and Oral Andres Beyer, Grand Meteren have the Germans met with
but repulse, and the price
.1
unction; Frederick Biirkner Golding anything
to
of Silver City, N. M., and John Martin they have paid for their attempts
breacn the British line has been enorAngiovlc of Hock Springs, and Robert mous.
Boyd Stewart of Lovell, Wyo., were
On no sector have they been able to
on the Cyclop3.
de-Alfred L. Moieau Gottschalk, United surmount the stone wall of the
States consul at Rio de Janeiro, was fense, and, for the moment at least,
the only civilian among the passen- there seems to be justification for the
the turn in the tide of the
gers on the collier, the others being hope that
battle is at hand.
two naval lieutenants and
Documents captured from German
naval enlisted men returning to the
The Cyclops was prisoners Bhow conclusively that the
United States.
commanded by Lieut. Com. G. W. great new offensive of the Germans
was launched with the intention of
Worley, United States naval reserve
separating the British and French
force.
armies and crushing of the British.
French troops fought fire in the city
SEIZURE OF SHIPS NECESSITY.
of Rhefins set by German shells Friday night. The city has been under
U. S. Reply to Holland's Protest Says frequent bombardment the last few
Hun Menace Forced Action.
weeks, Berlin declaring the shelling
was in reprisal for the shelling of Gerto
the
America's
reply
Washington.
recent statement of T.ne Netherlands man dugouts in Laon by the French
The effort to control the
government bitterly protesting against artillery.
and denouncing the action of the flames proceeded under heavy shell
United States U taking over Dutch fire.
Paris suffered casualties of twenty-fou- r
ships in its ports was made public in
Inpersons killed and sixty-twthe form of a memorandum by Secrein Friday night's air raid. The
tary Lansing, a copy of which has jured
been sent to The Netherlands lega- German raid on England caused the
death of five persons and the Injury of
tion.
fifteen.
Netherlands
out
The
that
Pointing
The whole southern part of Bailleul
not
question broke Into flames
government Itself does
Friday night and
the legality of the act, Mr. Lansing burned
the glow of the fire
fiercely,
devotes himself to a demonstration
being visible against the clouds for
that it was an act of necessity result- miles
across the low lying country.
ing from Germany's menacing attitude
was again in British hands Sat
which prevented Holland from fulfillurday morning, this place representing
ing her engaKeWnts and that instead a
part of the result of Friday night's
of an injustice the step results in real
counter attacks between Bailleul and
benefit to the Dutch ship owners and Neuve
Eglise.
people.
French troops in an attack northmade an ad- west of Orvilles-Sore- l
Epidemic Affects 700 in One Camp. vance of several hundred meters along
s
of a mile,
Ray, Ariz. A strange epidemic, re- a front of about
sembling the grippe, has struck this according to the war office announcecamp. There are about 700 cases. The ment. A German attack ih the Noyon
Illness appears to come on after drink- sector was repulsed with heavy losses
ing the water, and an analysis of it is to the enemy.
being made. The epidemic has been
Ask 7,000 Medical Men for Army.
In progress for a week and the illness
Washington. A call for 7,000 medlasts from one to three days. The
town's water supply is derived from ical men for the army and navy was
springs in the mountains and ia piped issued through the Council of National
Defense.
to a reservoir.
now-lyin-

e

Ola-th-
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The
for the week ending April 13.
Germans have failed to achieve victory in the field, the statement continues, and will soon be forced to resume
their old tactics.

With the American Army in France,
April 16. The German attack against
the American positions on the right
bank of the Meuse, north of St. Mlhiel,
was made by a force of 400 picked
troops who were recently brought
there from the Russian front. Although
the Americans were outnumbered
more than two to one, they completely repulsed the enemy, driving him
back to his own trenches.

WILLIAM

J. STONE.

of Representatives and had been governor of his state, Senator Stone flrBt
attracted national attention in connection with Mr. Bryan's flrBt campaign
for the presidency In 1896.
He came to Congress as a representative in the Forty-nintCongress and
was
to the Fiftieth and
Congresses, Bervlng from 1885
to 1891.
From 1893 to 1897 he was governor
of Missouri. Upon the death of George
G. Vest he was first elected to the SenIn 1909
ate in 1903 and was
and 1915.
A successor to Senator Stone to hold
office until the next general election
in November will be named by Governor Gardner of Missouri, who is a
Democrat. Senator Hitchcock of Nebraska, ranking Democrat of the foreign relations committee, is expected
to succeed to the chairmanship.
Senator Reed announced funeral services Tuesday at the home, and the
family, accompanied by a congressional committee, will leave with the body
for St. LouiB. At St. Louis a night
train will be taken for Jefferson City,
where the body will rest In state in
the state capilol Wednesday.
Fifty--

first

Hun Shell Strikes Foundling Asylum.
Paris. A shell fired by the German
long range cannon struck a foundling
asylum in the Rue de la Creche, in the
Mont rouge district, on the southern
outskirts of Paris, and three persons
there were killed and eleven wounded.
Within the hospital were thirty women with
babies. One maternity nurse, one patient and one baby
were killed, while two probationers,
six women patients and three infants
were Injured. Another shell struck an
open air bowling alley and killed a
man and a boy and wounded ten other
persons.
new-bor-

n

Seven days after the Germans
launched their gigantic assault against
the British lines between Lens and
Ypres, the momentum of their attack
has been broken and the waves of the
Teutonic forces are recoiling before
the rock of the British defense. While
the Germans have made gains of
ground and have driven a wedge into
the allied lines to a considerable
depth, they seem to have failed in
their attempt to break through or take
important railway junctions.
During the last day there have been
bitterly fought engagements in four
places, all on the northern Bide of the
salient to the south of Ypres. Seven
assaults against the British trenches
at Merville, near the apex of the triangular dent In the British line, have
been hurled back by the British.
Neuve Eglise, on the extreme southwestern spur of Messines ridge, has
been taken by the Germans after a
terrific struggle and heavy losses, but
they were repulsed near Robecq.
The British, however, have not retired far, and it is probable that they
will at once organize a counter attack
to force the Germans out of the town,
which, If held, might be a "kicking off"
point for an attack which might outflank and make untenable Messines
ridge, the key to the British positions
about Ypres.
Bailleul and Wulverghem, between
Neuve Eglise and Merville, also have
been the scenes of hard fighting, but
except for Neuve Eglise, the salient
has stood firm.
It has been the German plan of campaign since March 21, when the great
offensive Btarted, to strike hard at
some particular sector, and if that
blow was parried to turn powerfully
against some new point.
This procedure probably will be followed in the next few days by a
somewhere south of Arras. An
attack north of Ypres is hardly possible, for the lowlands of Belgium are
yet too waterlogged to permit active
operations. An attack on Arras would
entail the hurling of troops against
Vimy ridge, the labyrinth and other
formidable military works protecting
that city.
It may be that the savage fighting
south
reported at
of Albert and on the center of the line
facing Amiens, may mark the beginning of a new attempt to sweep westward toward Amiens. So far the fighting has brought the Germans only
losses in men and ground.
new-assau-

Submit Irish Home Rule Plans.
London, April 12. Ireland has taken
a step nearer to home rule. The Irish
convention, which met at Dublin for
eight months considering the problems
besetting the island, has submitted to
tbe British parliament a plan that
calls for an Irish Parliament modeled
after that of the empire, the authority
of which would not be diminished, and
an executive responsible to and with
Finish' Fight Foreseen by Lansing.
full powers over internal legislation,
"We must fight on unWashington.
administration and direct taxation.
til the aims proclaimed by the President are achieved. Win we must and
Senate Rejects Sabotage Act.
win we will. There can be no other
Washington. The conference report end to this war." In these words, Secon the bill providing severe penalties
of State Lansing, speaking in
for destruction of or interference with retary
tbe presence of ambassadors of the alwar
essential
of
materials, lies before the congress of the Daughproduction
containing the clause giving workmen ters of the American Revolution Monto
for
the right
strike
better wages or
day night, reaffirmed tbe determinaworking conditions was rejected by tion of the United States to wage war
the Senate, 34 to 25.
until the Prussian power is defeated.
Launch Eighteen Wooden Ships May 1
Flying Instructor Killed.
Washington
Eighteen wooden ships
San Antonio, Tex. Lieut. E. B.
totaling 63,000 tons are to be launched
May 1, Chairman Hurley of the ship- Markham, a flying instructor at Kelly
field, was killed when the machine in
ping board announced.
which he was flying with a cadet,
Gen. Sykea Made Air Chief.
dropped in a tail spin from a height
London. Maj. Gen. F. H. Sykes has of 200 feet. Tbe cadet, whose name
been appointed chief of the air staff, w'as not given out, was not seriously
replacing Maj. Gen. Trenchard, who hurt. Markham's home was in Turin,
has resigned.
N. Y.
Hangard-en-Santerr-

Attorney for Indiana Indicted.
Santa Fe, N. M. Edward D. Tltt-maUnited States attorney for tbe
Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, waa Indicted here for violating the espionage
act and publishing disloyal editorials
in a paper conducted by him at Hills-bor-

New Draft Call for 49,843 Ordered.
Washington. Another draft call, foi
49,843 registrants, has been sent to
governors of states by Provost Marshal General Crowder. Mobilization of
the men ia ordered for May 1 and 10,
the War Department announced, and
N. M.
they will be sent to eleven forts and
Kill Japanese Patrol.
barracks. The call increases
Slav Snip-er- a
recruiting
New Mexice Editor Dies.
Loan ToUl Reaches $691,611,800.
to more than 300,000 the number of
Tokio. Several instances of RusSilver City, N. M. Faris V. Bush, select men ordered to camp aince late
Washington, April 16. Tbe nation
sian sniping against Japanese patrols
most widely known news- in March. Colorado's quota is 696;
In Vladivostok are reported in a dis- had raised its pledges of Liberty loan one of the
men in New Mexico, died at his Arizona, 318; New Mexico, 274; and
close
of
at
paper
the
to
dollars
$691,611,800
to
One
Asahi.
that
from
city
patch
home at Lordsburg of pneumonia.
Wyoming, 92.
businesj Saturday.
Russian waa arrested.
Huna Reject "No Seizure" Peace Plan.
Washington. The German government has definitely annulled the peace
resolution "without annexations or indemnities," passed by the majority of
the Reichstag last July, according to
an official dispatch from France.

Austrian Papers Heralding Drive.
Peace Demonstration on May Day.
Washington. The Austrian press,
Washington. In a manifesto to the
duplicating the widespread prediction
pecple of Austria on May day
working
by German newspapers of the west
the Arbelter Zeitung of
preparations,
front drive, is heralding a vast Italian
Vienna baa called for a demonstration
offensive. Operations In the new theafor general peace and an eight-hou- r
e
ter will be so extensive, says the
day.
Zeltung, according to official
Rome cables here, that Teuton armies Col.
Page, Veteran of Two Wars, Dies.
win virtually encircle Switxerland and
Salt Lake City, Utah Col. Henry
se"to
nation's
that
the
neutrality
put
Page, veteran of tbe Civil and
verest test," American troors fr L
wars, and one of tbe last reraine adjoining 8witxrUnd max be at8.
tacked at the same time, it was binted. maining staff officers of Gen. U.
Qrant, died here, aged 12 rearm.
Vos-isch-

Spanisb-Amarica-

--

Western Newspaper Union Newe Service.
Washington, April 16. The turning
point in the battle on the west front Is
being reached, says the War Department's review of the military situation

n

Minister Resigns.
Count Czernin, the
n
foreign minister, according to a dispatch from Vienna, has
resigned. Emperor Charles accepted
the resignation and intrusted Count
Csernin with the conduct of foreign affairs until bis successor ia appointed.
Austro-Hungaria-

n

Amsterdam.

Austro-Hungaria-

Honolulu and Oahu Go "Dry."
Former New Mexico Governor Dead.
Honolulu, T. H. The island of Oahu
El Paso, Tex. William C. McDonald, first governor of the state of New on which this city is located, became
Mexico and a . prominent cattleman, "dry" at midnight April 11 in complidied here of Bright's disease. His ance with a presidential order. All saborne was near Carrizozo, N. M. He loons and wholesale bouses are affected. Brewers of beer and aake, howwaa 60 years of age.
ever, will continue manufacturing their
Four-Da- y
Loan Total Is $400,000,000. products for export
Liberty Loan subWashington.
Blaze Causes $350,000 Damage.
scriptions for the first four days
Fort Worth, Tex. Fire in the busireached $400,000,000. according to con
serratlve estimates compiled from of- ness section of Sulphur, Oklav did
1150,000 dam saw.
ficial Treasury Department figures.
.

.

Reserves Reach Halg In Flanders.
Washington. Both French and British reinforcements reached Sir Doug
las Haig's army in Flanders, which
now is in a strong position to meet further German attacks, Maj. Gen. James
D. McLachlan, British military attache
here, said in reviewing the situation on
the northern part of the long western
battle line. While the Germans have
scored, General McLachlan said, they
have not done as well as they hoped
and each hour their advance ia delayed
makes victory for then leaa like!- -.

DUTY OF ALL TO BUY BONDS

Liberty Loans to Uncle Sam Is Best
Guarantee of Our Fighters Safe
Return Home Do Not
Hesitate.
USHER of the Vigilantes.)
Put It to yourself straight now. You
know perfectly well that you would
feel ashamed to keep your boy out of
the ranks if he wanted to go. You
know perfectly well that you would
probably feel ashamed before your
neighbors if they knew that the boy
was sticking at home. But have you
ever asked yourself whether you felt
ashamed that you were keeping your
dollars tight in your Jeans instead of
lending your dollnrs to the war as
well as your boy? If you have not
got a boy you probably would feel
that he ought to go if you had one.
You have got some dollars, why don't
you send them?
Think again ; If you have sent a boy
over there, don't you know for certain whether that boy will come back,
God grant that he may. But he went,
just the same, knowing fully just as
you did that he might not come back.
You gave the dearest thing you had in
the world to the government freely, for
the cause of democracy. You were
glad to do It; you felt fine about It.
Yon still feel that If you had It to do
over again you would not do anything
else. But I will wager anything you
like that you have a lot of money that
you can lend to the government without hurting yourself at all, and which
you are hanging on to until it screams.
Think of it. Those dollars will be perfectly sure to come back if you lend
them to the government The government guarantees that. Why should
you therefore be so afraid to loose
your clutch on them. The great risk
you have already taken and did it because it was a worthy and a noble
thing to do. The thing which is no
risk at all and yet which Is just as necessary to the war as the other, you
hesitate about.
Dollars Will Come Back.
Let me suppose for a moment that
you have not yet sent your boy. I will
wager you have a sneaking feeling
that he ought to go. He has too. In
this case, I won't have to make a wager about it you have not sent your
dollars. If you hesitate to send the
boy because you are afraid he may
not come back, you have a perfectly explainable reason, but yon have not got
a good reason why you should not send
your dollars. They will come back,
you may be sure of It. Not only will
they come back, the government will
pay you Interest on them in .the meantime. You will lend the government
your capital and will get a return on
It.
Far from losing anything, you
will make something. Why hesitate?
Look at it from another point of
view. If your boy has not gone, or if
you have no son, your neighbors who
have sons have sent them. Those boys
are going into danger. They are going to need guns, food, artillery, ships,
and airplanes, not only to enuble them
to do what they went over there to do
beat the Germans out of sight but
to keep them safe. If they don't have
those things they certainly won't come
bock at all. You know perfectly well,
however
you may be, or
however mean you may think yourself
and you are not half as mean as
that you would not hurt your neighbor's son Just because a few dollars
stood in the way. You would feel so
ashamed of yourself for the rest of
your life you would not be able to
shave in the morning. Your neighbors'
sons and your friends' sons that you
have known all your life need the
things your money can buy for them,
and it is going to go mighty hard with
them If they don't get them.
Make Your Money Help.
Now put it to yourself straight If
the thing was a little nearer to you
so that you really saw your neighbor's son actually without food because you had declined to give It to
him, yon would not hesitate for a moment what to do. The difficulty la
here, that the thing Is on so large a
scale that you do not realize that your
failure to lend your money to the government Is going to result very probably in depriving thnt particular boy
of things he needs. You can say, if
you like, there are so many millions
of them that It will be some other fellow's son that will go without. I hope
you won't get much comfort out of
that because it is the same old thing.
You would not hurt him either if yon
saw him and knew he was In want;
but because you don't see him, because
he Is somewhere in France, yon forget about him and don't stop to think
that he wants a thing you would not
hesitate to give him If you knew him.
Why hesitate, then, to lend your dollars to the government? They are the
only thing that can really do this business. Tbey are the only thing .that
can put tools Into the boys' hands over
there to kill the Germana with. - Don't
hesitate ifny longer now ; get It
straight and go down and boy a
bond and feel better about it for the
rest of your life.
(By ROLAND

tight-fiste-

The Kaleer and Russian Wheat.
Reports from neutral countries tell
of Germany and Austria shipping to
their starving people several hundred
thousand tons of Russian and Roumanian wheat No mention is made of
the price the conquering armies paid
for the precious grain for the good
reason that no price waa paid.
Farmers here in America are getting
a pretty fair price for their wheat from
a government which ia only asking in
return that some of this money paid
for the crops be loaned back that more
wheat may be bought
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HAY AMI) URAIN MARKET.

Carload Price.)
Hay.
per Ton.
Buying Prices
f 18.004i10.00
Colo, upland, per ton
17.00 'gi 18.00
Nebr. upland, per ton
Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 16.0018.00
12.00
20.00
Timothy, per ton
16.00 w 18.00
Alfalfa, per ton ton
20.00'i 22.00
South 1'ark, per
OunniBon Valley, per ton.. 18.004n2O.Ou
6.00
. .
Straw, per ton .
Grain.
Oats, Nebr., 100 lb., buying
3.00
Colo., oat, bulk, buying
3.23
Corn chop, sack, Belling
3.20
Corn in sack, selling
3.22
Gluten Feed, sacked, selling
Bran, Colo., per 100 lb., selling. 1.77 Vk
Flour.
Hungarian topatent, 08 lbs., sacked, 14.95
discount
subject
DRESIIIU POULTRY.
l,es 10 per cent commission.
32
1934
d. p
fancy
Turkey, old
24
torn
Turkeys, choice
20 if 23
Turkey,
27
41)30
Ducks, young
25
J27
Geese
15
if 18
Roosters
IF.

O. B. Denver,

'.

U

Poultry.
B.

(Price net
Roosters, lb.
Young

10 lbs.

Turkey.
young
Duck,
Geese

i

l.

K.

Denver.)
..23

25
25

or oyer...

if 30
&

30
25

Kara.
graded No. 1 net, F.
Eggs,
.32
O. B. Denver
graded No. 2 net, F.
Eggs,
.23
U. B. Denver
caae
count, misc.
Egg,
case. lesB commission . .$9.00) 9.25
Butter.
442
Creameries, ex, 1st grade, lb.. 41
W 4n
39
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
S7
36
Process
28 &2
I'ncklng stock
Fruit.
Apples, Cold, new fancy, box. 1.006 2.50
3.00
Pears, Colo
VcaetHhlrs.
12.00(jp 14.00
Hpuiis, Navy, cwt
10.00
Beans. Pinto, cwt
15
.16
Beans. Lima, lb
3.00
Beets, Colo., cwt
2.50
Colo
Cabbage, cwt
1.00
Carrots,
10 .12 4
Cauliflower, lb
35 ft .;i!
Onions, table, do
1.25
75
Potatoes, cwt
l.Iao 1.50
Turnips, Colo., cwt
HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Hide.
26c
Flint, butcher, lb
24o
lb
fallen,
Flint,
15c
Flint, bull and stag, lb
15c
Flint, cull and glue, lb
Halt hide, lb
18920c
s
to
Horae hides,
price of green salt.
Green Walled, Cured Hide. 8
9c
Over 4 lbs., lb
8& 9c
Under 4 lbs., lb
Olue and pony, each
2.5093.00
7c
Bulls and stags, lb
lu lesa
Part cured, lb
Green, 2c lb. less than-ureDry Flint Pelts.
40ft 42c
Wool pelts, lb
35fi).17e
(Short wool pelt
24c
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb..
10c
No. 2 Murrain shearings, lb. . .
value.
at
saddles
and
pieces
Buck,
Tallow and Grease.
Prime rendered tallow, lb...$ 10 .12
10
No. 1 tallow, lb
.It
No. 2 tallow, lb
099 .10
and
Brown
yellow tallow 09
.10
grease, lb
Calf and Kip Green Salted.
$ .18
.22
Calfskin, salted
100 .14
Kip. lb.
.10
Branded, lb
1.000 t. 25
Deacons, each
.75
each
500
Slunka,
Horae No. 1, each
6.005.50
4. 0004.50
Horse No. 2, each
2.50(913.00
Oluue and pony, each
500 .60
Colt, each
Green Halted Pelt.
2.50
and Sheep, each
f .SOW
IF.
.45
Spring Iamb, each
10ft' .50
Shearling, each
one-ha-

two-third-

lf

.

MISCELLANEOUS

MARKETS.

Metal Market Values.

Bar silver.

95

Copper, 124.60,
Lead, $7.00.

He

Spelter, 16.91.
concentrates,
Tungsten

unit.

per

esf.ov.

Boulder. Tungsten concentrates, 60
120.006 22 60 per unit; crude
per cent,
ores, 60 per cent, f 22.0026.00; 25 per
cent, 112.00 12.60; 10 per cent, til. 40
12.20.

Chicago Live Stork Quotation.

Bulk. 117.40(it17.70: light.
Chicago.
mixed,
$17.26317.86;
I1T.101T.80;
heavy, $16.25017.65;
rough, 16.25
16.70; pig, tit. 00817. 00.

Cattle Native steers, $10.80i&16.75:
stockers and feeders. 18.76 12.65; cows
and heifers, 17.50$ 13.75; calves, $10.00
15.00.
Sheep Sheep. 113.00617.15;
lambs,
$16.604321.25, the highest price on record,

i

Kansas City Produce,
Kansas City. Butter
Creamery,
$91c: firsts, 38V4c; seconds, 37c; parking, 30c.
32e.
Firsts.
Egg
Poultry Rooster. 20c; broilers, 26c.
Grain lu Minneapolis.
Minneapolis. Minn. Corn No. I yellow. $1.5061.60.
Oats No. 3 white. 87 88c.
Flax $4.10VttT4.12H-Rye

$2.64$ 2.66.
11.506 1.87.

Barley
Bran

$33.14.

Chleaara Gralu nnd Provision Prices.
Chicago. Corn No. $ yellow, $1,550
1.65: No. 4 yellow, $1.45P1.60.

Oat

No. $

9014 tj 91

Rye

He

white,

9091c;

standard.

No. 2, $2.60.

Barley $1 40(91.78.
Timothy $5.00 0 8.00.
Clover $20.00631.00.
Lard $25.57.
Rib $23.20ti 23.70.

.

Butter, Earn and Potatoes.

Butter
14 W
Chicago.
41HC. Egg
First. Creamery,
32Mfe3SVsc; or-

dinary first. 31t032Uc: at nrk
case included, $1032Hc Potatoes
Wisconsin. Michigan and Minnesota,
bulk, $1.00451.15; do, sacks, $1,100
A.

a V.

Cotton Mosu at Mew York.
New Tork. Cotton May, 28.95;
28.69: October. 1T.40: December 17July.
it- -

January.

27.00.

Middling,
Moored.

30.60.

-. ,
T I
1
I
Tt..f..h Uln
arrive. $4.0T; May. $4.09
bid:
July, $4.0tt; October. $1.68. nominal.
a-

4.14-

-

By a decision of Judge Alschnler of
Chicago, arbltratw of the packing
house strike, 9100,000 in a lamp sum,
representing back pay since January.
was distributed among many employes
of Swift. Armour and the Of fin Pack
ing Companies of Denver.

.
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HE
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DAZZLES GOTHAM
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Almost Succeeds in Getting Huge
SOVERNMENT ASKED TO HELP
New York. The prospect of dolnaDUE
LOSS
Loan From New York
TO
CARELESSNESS
a bit In a penitentiary for carrying a
Proper Construction and Maintenance
gun Isn't a particularly happy one, esBankers.
of Roads Demanded by Condi
Conflagrations Might Be Greatly I
pecially when a fellow has pleaded
tions
of
Great
War.
duced by Preventive Measures
d
guilty, but
George J.
Burke was smiling all day In the
That Are Adopted in Time.
"That
the
of
effective
conduct
the
QUARTERS FOR DAIRY CALVES Tombs, and he doesn't give a
BLOCKED BY LANSING
whoop If war demonds Immediate attention to
The report of the fire Inspection dethe court of special sessions sends
construction
proper
and
maintenance
To Prevent Bumping and Jostling of him to Jail for life, because he now
of the highways of the country Is a partment of Massachusetts will
knows he has a real, honest to good
be of Interest. The total number Former
Young Animals Small Pans
Telephone Worker at $15
plain statement of facts," asserts of fires In
8hould Be Provided.
ness mother, and what's more, he's go Chairman
dwellings reported was 3,
i
P. Coleman of the
Week Bought Brilliant Uniforms
George
t
see
905.
ner
use
The
to
careless
once.
of
matches
at
ing
American Association of State High
and Had Merry Time Fooling
(Prepared by the United States Departheads the list of causes by children
"That's the big Idea," he told Ward way Officials.
ment of Agriculture.)
Gullible New Yorkere.
a
en Hanley in the Tombs. "I didn't
with
came
matches
close
"Never before has (here been such playing
Small calves should not be bumped
second with 3!)!!. There were 324 fires
and Jostled about. An easy way to know If I came to this earth In a flour urgent need of n comprehensive and
New York. Chance alone caused
uennlte policy for road nnd street con- started from unknown causes, and 323
prevent this Is to provide small pens,
Edstructlon and maintenance us Is the from Ignition from lamps or stoves, the castle of the bogus "Marquis
not less than four by six feet In size,
case at present, nnd, in making their Overheated stoves and cooking npn mond Rousseiot dl Castlllot" to top
In each of which a calf may be kept
ratns caused 231 fires, and careless ple over, after he had captivated the
request to the United States govern
for the first two weeks. The pens
beauties of New York city with his
started 315.
smoking
ment
to
formulate
and
be
should
fitted with feed boxes for
promulgate at
brilliant uniforms, secured loans from
Defective
were
cause
the
tne
chimneys
earliest
a
hour
which
shall
plan
grain and racks for hay. After the
be countrywide In its character, the of 297 blazes, and sparks from the wealthy men and contracted bills at
calf Is old enough to run with the
the Waldorf-Astori- a
and other famous
state
offlcluls
believe that same source started 214. Spontaneous hostelrle3
highway
others it Is placed with them In a
to thousands of
amounting
was
combustion
as
reason
the
given
are
they
expressing the concensus of
larger pen. Stanchions are fixed on
dollars. His success at Issuing bogus
155
for
and
the
of
hot
alarms,
of
placing
all
In
citizens Interested
opinion
one side of this pen to provide for the
roads progress Intended to encompass ashes in wooden receptacles cnused letters, decorated with the coats of
separate feeding of the calves, so as
arms of imaginary estates In France
the
greatest economic and military 123. Among the other causes mention
to Insure that each receives Its proper
value in conserving the resources of ed by the department In its report and Spain, and intimate correspond
care. Rocks for hay should also be
the country and facilitating the high were: defective heating apparatus 49, ence with the king of Spain, all his
placed within easy reach of the calves.
electrical causes G3, explosion of lamp, own handwriting, gained him admis
ways transportation of freight.
Too much emphasis cannot be laid
"In our appeal to W. G. McAiloo, lantern or stove 92, gas Jet Igniting sion, not only to the leading homes of
upon the necessity of having light, dry
director general of railroads, we have other material 80, and Incendiary 71, Americans In the metropolis, but en
quarters for the calves. Bedding alIncluded a special petition that freight Scores of other causes of fire are enu trance to military clubs and organiza
ways should be abundunt and should
cars shall be furnished early in the merated, among which 83 ore' credited tions.
he changed often, in order that the
Went Step Too Far.
spring for transportation of the neces- to rats and matches.
pen always may be dry. Lack of atEmboldened by his success, which
A little care on the part of the owner
sary materials entering Into the buildtention to these matters Is very likely
ing of main artery ronds which com- or tennnt would do a greut deal to- Included masquerading In the uni
to allow the development of the varimand a priority of attention.
We are ward eliminating a number of these forms of various French regiments,
ous calf diseases.
going to be exceedingly hopeful that onuses of conflagrations and prevent a all made to his order by New York
After the calf Is a few weeks old, It
the director general will recognize the large proportion of the Are losses that tailors, the "marquis," conceived the
can stand considerable cold If it Is
interrelated needs of railroads and are suffered annually. Look over the Idea of conducting negotiations bekept dry and has dry quarters. Protween New York bankers and Spanish
highways,
enabling the road arteries various reasons given for the fires
vision also should be made to allow
authorities, by which Spain was to
of
and
own
home.
to
communication
a
to
them
serve
maximum
adapt
your
the calves plenty of exercise. A small
enter the war on the side of the allies,
In
Is
a
This
an
case
ounce
help
the
their
of
where
of
rail
lines
The vliotngruph shows Miss Marlon Olsen, one of the prettiest of tne
relieving
pre
paddock or pasture adjoining the calf
was succeeding fairly well when vomnn motor
and
is
vention
overload."
worth
present
of
the
drivers training with the woman's motor corps of America and
many pounds
Ktables is excellent for this purpose.
state
the
department decided to take hopes to be sent to France for duty near the battle front.
proverbial cure.
The young lady Is
Kxcept for the very young ones, calves
a
hand.
nn
driver and mechanic and lias been active in recruiting work in
GOOD ROADS IN CONNECTICUT
may be let out In the exercise lot for "I Think I'm
When the subject of the loan was Newexpert
to
Brother."
My
Talking
York.
a short period eaah day when the
BOX SERVES DOUBLE PURPOSE broached to the bank by Rousseiot,
weather Is not too cold or stormy.
bag, or how It was. I've been bumpin' Excellence Due to Efficient Malnten.
who had been Introduced properly by
If the calves are kept together In from one Institution to another In
ance Under Extremely Heavy
Protects Exposed Roots of Treee and W. E. D. Stokes of New York city, the
NEW HEADLIGHT FOR AUTOS
a large pen it Is very difficult to feed Massachusetts, and
Traffic
Conditions.
one
from
bank communicated immediately with
frelghtln'
Adds Greatly to the Appearance
them by hand unless they are tied. place to the other, and I always wonof the Street
Secretary Lansing, who opposed the
Connected With Front Axle and AlWhen they are loose the milk often is dered why I never had a mother, and
The main roods of Connecticut hove
ways Points in Same Direction
been
here I gotta get pinched by a uniformfamous
for
their
long
excellence,
When Marengo avenue In Pasadena,
With Front Wheels.
a condition due to their efficient main Cal., was
LEARNED
BE
MAY
ed bull to find out I really got one."
extended
the
John R. Burke, a sailor on the U. S. tenance under heavy traffic as well as grading Incidental to therecently, left
The latest development In automopaving
to their original good construction.
S. Seattle, read of the youngster's ar
lot of fine old pepper trees with
bile lighting is a headlight which alState
Commissioner
rest and told his mother, Mrs. JosephBennet some of their roots "high and
Highway
dry,
Initial Lesson in Handling Ma ways points in the right direction.
ine Reld of Brooklyn, the name was has organized u special branch of his In fact, the
exposure of the roots was
Every motorist has known the annoyto
bureau
to
attend
this maintenance,
the same as that of the
chine Should Be How to
ance which arises In turning corners,
child that was kidnaped from her, so that there Is no divided responslbll-Itwhen the front wheels are pointed in
for results. It is under a super
and so she sent the sailor boy post
Stop Quickly.
one direction nnd the headlights In
intendent of repairs, W. Leroy Ulrlch,
haste over to the Tombs.
nnother, nnd the country to left or
"I think I'm talking to my brother," who recently explained how the good
right Is
while the road lie
he said to the youthful prisoner, who results are nttained. The state has
STARTING NOT SO IMPORTANT wants to lighted,
travel Is dark.
The new
came toward htm from the barred been divided into ten districts. Any
headlight is connected with the front
pnrt of each of them can be easily
gate.
axle in such a way that it turns with
"Is dot so? I ain't got no brother. reached from a central point, where
Make Numerous Attempts to Bring Car the front wheels instead
of with the
I ain't got anybody I know of," was the office of the district supervisor of
to Standstill Until Confidence Is
body of the car, and always points in
the reply of George. But the sailor repairs is located. Kach district Is di
the direction the wheels ore pointed,
Gained Measure Distance
asked him If he had a sea; on his side, vided Into sections, each In charge of
which Is, of course, the path that the
Accurately.
and, brushing back bis tcuseled black a foreman. These foremen sometimes
car will travel.
hair, another scar was revealed, and
Box Safeguards Tree and Enhances the
Running an automobile through traf
then there was no question about the
fic Is like swimming In deep water. SLOWING DOWN AT CROSSING
of
the
Street
Beauty
the
of
Identity
prisoner.
Don't do it until you ure so sure of
"Say, have I got a mother?" was the
so great that the city forester feared
that all danger of panic has Unique Plan to Prevent Autoiete Dashyourself
first question the lad popped at hint.
that the trees might be killed or their
gone by. And always expect the un- And when told' that not only had he a
ing Upon Tracks Already Occuhealth seriously Impaired.
xpected. Leave your family or friends
pied by Train.
mother, but a good one, who has been
to Insure the safety of
Accordingly,
at home on those first few rides.
waiting 16 long years to see him, the
the trees, concrete boxes were built
Initial Lesson.
Palent papers have been granted on
kid nearly wept for Joy. He has a
round the trunks and were then filled
As your Initial lesson, after you have n unique plan to prevent autolsts dashsister, too.
with rich earth. Plants with beautilearned the names, and obove all the ing upon railroad tracks already occu"Now I'm happy," he said.
ful foliage were afterward set in the
potentialities of the various levers, pied by a train. The plan might arouse
Good Place to Keep Calves.
boxes.
Science
Popular
Monthly.
learn how to stop. Of course, as a the Ire of the automoblllst, but it would
LOVED WISELY, BUT TOO MANY
spilled, and the larger calves get
preliminary, you must start, but that probably make it impossible for these
Proper Planting of Shade Treee.
part of the smaller ones' share. Very Seventeen-Year-OlExplained That the Loan Wae to B can be at your leisure. Nuke a dozen accidents to occur. The Idea consists
d
Girl
Marries
The beauty of a shade tree depends
or even a hundred attempts to bring of making a sharp curve in the road at
simple stanchions may be constructed
Mado to King Alfonso.
Three Men, but Finds Third
to prevent losses of milk and Insure
the car to a standstill until you have
upon Its normal nnd symmetrical
Is Real Thing.
the equal distribution of the feed. To
growth. In order to Insure this, be- loan to the Spanish government gained confidence. Then adventure
fore planting cut off the ends of all through an individual, and suggested along some quiet, unobstructed road.
prevent the calves from sucking one
Oakland, Cal. Edna Metcalf, a
another they should be kept In the
broken or mutilnted roots; remove all that it be taken up through the regu
After you have received some In
girl, who loved wisely,
stanchions for some time after feeding. een-year-old
side branches save upon evergreens, lar government channels.
struction about the general mechanism
but too many, Is under the wing of
A calf stanchion may be constructed
so that a straight whlpllke stalk alone
Rousseiot objected to this method of the car, practice stopping suddenly
of cheap or scrap lumber. It is usu- her mother here, while attorneys are
remains. Dig holes at least two feet of procedure, explaining that the loan before reaching Imaginary dungers
In diameter and one foot deep in good was to be made personally to King Al
ally 86 to 40 Inches high and has a debating as to how she shall be disenalong the road. Don't wait for this
four-Inc- h
tangled from three marital complicalesson until a child, a chicken, an
soil, and make them four feet across
space for the calf's head.
otiso, and it was because of this se
tions.
saunterer or some other
In poor soli. The sides of holes should cret arrangement
he could promise
g
Edna's
was entirely conbe perpendicular and the bottom flat. that Spain was to Join the entente al Irresponsible live thing sends your
SANITARY SHED FOR MILKING
Pavement
Building
Asphalt
fined to the navy. Last August she
Break up soil In the bottom of the hole lies. The negotiations for the loan brand-neknowledge
wedded Ensign Edward Reese. Duty have charge of 10 to 15 men, depending to the depth of the length of a
Cowa Should Be Kept Clean and UdMeasuring Distance.
spade still were under way when the
called him from her side, and soon upon the season of the year and the blade. Place two or three Inches
was
Frenchman
arrested on the charge
of
der Wiped With Damp Cloth
Measuring distance accurately Is the
she met and promptly married Jack work to be done. In addition each dis fine top soil, free from sods or other of falsely representing himself as most
to Keep Out Dirt.
Important feature of driving.
Overstreet, a Mare Island marine, trict has one or more gangs transferred decomposing organic matter. In the "Count Rousseiot," a French diplo Draw two lines across the road fifty Double Turn Prevents Speeding Over
Railroad Tracks.
naval
a
Lewis
radio
to
to
from
mat
here on a secret mission.
operator,
place
place
carry on recon bottom of the hole. On top of this
feet apart. Then, going at the rate of
The cows should be kept clean and Finally,
Cook by Trade.
struction, oiling and other work which place the roots of the tree, spread
miles an hour, apply the brake a point Just before the tracks would
milked In a place free from dust. If Ltnwlsky, wooed and won her.
twenty
desperately fond of each Is occasionally needed In such amounts them as evenly as possible over the
Rousseiot, a former telephone work- and see how long It takes you to stop be reached under ordinary circumstanthe udders of the cows are wiped with of Although
at the time of that the section forces are unable to bottom of the hole, and cover with man at $15 a week, accidentally met the car. When you discover how much ces, so the chauffeur
Is compelled to
a damp cloth it will prevent dirt, dan- the her naval husbands
now
declares that it perform It without neglecting other du two or three Inches of fine top soil a wealthy New York woman and to over the fifty-fomarriage, she
line your automobile slow up and make two turns before
druff and hair from falling Into the
took
the third application for the love ties. This bureau handles all the as before. Tramp firmly with the feet her he confided the story that he was goes, you realize the necessity for the getting on the track. While performmilk with their millions of bacteria. A
virus to take.
maintenance and small reconstruction and fill the hole with good earth, leav- of noble birth, although his occupation driver's first rule caution.
covered or small-to- p
milk pall should
ing this evolution It is thought that
work of the state and keeps the roads ing the surface loose and a little higher In France was that of a cook. She
This trial also teaches you what there would be ample opportunity for
always be used In milking. It keeps
FIND NEW 'BOOZE TRANSPORT' In good condition until long stretches than the surface of the surrounding advanced htm stocks on which he speed Is safe In approaching railroad observing the approach of a train In
out more than half of the germs.
become so worn that their reconstruc- soil. When the work of planting Is realized $10,000, hired an expensive crossings and Intersecting streets, and either direction.
contract Is more economical completed, the tree should stand about suite of rooms at a leading hotel, or- how near you can go to traffic before
tion
COWS RESPOND TO FEEDING Woman Arrested In Kentucky Wear than by
further maintenance.
two Inches deeper than It stood In the dered brilliant uniforms, and in due applying your brake. Popular Science WATER AS CARBON REMOVER
Peculiarly Contrived "Under-alls- "
time secured entrance to select cir- Monthly.
nursery.
With Many Pockets.
Even Poor Animal Will Increase in
Trees Along Highways.
cles. A half dozen expensive autoProduction If She la Given
The highway commissioner of Pennmobiles were constantly at his com- TO FIX BATTERY CONNECTION Highly Recommended and Really EfWell Called "Salt City."
Newport, Ky. Officers here discovfective Old Timer Describes
Proper Treatment
ered a new "booze transport" when sylvania suggests that trees planted
N. Y., Is called the Salt mand, as well as fancy riding horses.
Syracuse.
Simple Method.
should
In
Be
be
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even
fruit
or
govhighways
along
nut
convincing
End of Wire Should Be
they arrested a woman who had sevcity, because of Its large deposits. ernment officials that
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bearers. This would make fine pickhe was a French Stripped
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a
Poet
train
Around
Much
is
obtained
from
Wound
stepped
salt
Binding
vats,
Wnter is a highly recommended and
treatment and even a poor cow will In
ing for tourists and small boys.
Clockwise Direction.
called "solar vats," since the salt so- officer here on a great secret mission,
crease In production If she Is properly from Popular Bluffs, Mo. Sbe wore a
really effective carbon remover. It Is
and obtained passes to shipyards and
"under-alls,- "
of
contrived
In
out
Is
lution
peculiarly
them
for
pair
the
spread
the best,
handled.
say. One man adRuin Asphalt Pavements.
wnlch contained many pockets,
In making an ordinary connection to vises a simple method:
sun's rays which thoroughly evapo- war vessels.
With liberal feeding liberal return.,
"When your
He made ardent love to actresses a
Asphalt pavements are softened and rate the water. Part
Miswas
In
a
and
each
of
the
end
of
terminal,
the
pocket
pint
stripped
motor is running idle, speed It up un
Syracuse and heiresses anil when his rooms
battery
cannot be obtained. A heavy produc
sometimes disintegrated by Illuminatto
souri
wound
should
be
around
wire
are
under
In
the
Lacking
money
pay
lake
of
whisky.
Onondaga
til the air valve in the carburetor
ing cow cannot do her best work un the
ing gas leaking from mains beneath deposits
the form of a great basin of salt were searched, dozens of photographs, the binding post in a clockwise direc- ojiens. Tnke a syringe, about the
Imposed fine of (300, the woman Is them.
less sbe Is well fed.
of
bits
sentiment
bearing
endearing
now In Jail.
screw
is
the
It
When
from
the
fresh
tion.
water
water, separated
tightened.
size of a hypodermic syringe, and inabove an Impervious layer of clay. were found. Following his arrest the will be turned to the right and with ject water slowly into the carburetor.
TEMPERATURE FOR CHURNING
said
Expansion of Concrete.
to
he
wanted
"marquis"
merely
In
same
wound
the
direction.
wire
this
the saline
the
IV this four or five
and you
Concrete roads expand most In win By boring through
see how far he could go and how badfor It to wrap all will see the carbon Intimes,
ter and contract most In summer, ac- water Is pumped up In great quanti ly he could fool the people of New there is a tendency
huge chunks
PLAYFUL KITTENS COST
Usually From 52 to 60 Degrees Fahrthe
around
When
Another
the
ties.
method
of
post.
the tighter
cume out through the exhaust."
evaporation York.
cording to tbe United States bureau of
enheit In Summer and From
DEATH OF AGED WOMAN
Is by boiling.
wire Is wrapped the other way around
If boiled
standards, because of increases or de employed
M to M In Winter.
screw
the
when
a.
to
Is
fine
down
table salt Is made:
unwrap
it tends
rapidly
Spinning Wheels.
creases In the moisture they contain.
Grocer Was
Pickpocket
If more slowly, coarse salt as large
Eau Claire, Wis. Five playtightened.
When the rear wheels are In a mudLondon.
The churning temperature should
Here's
a
robbed
of
story
ful kittens of which Mrs. Carcrystals have time to form.
dy spot, do not try to drive the car
Good Qualities of Horse.
Its peace-tim- e
be such that (1) the churning will reprominence by the war.
Oil Brakes Sparingly.
rie Hagen,
widow,
nut by spinning them. The slower the
of the stamina, durability and
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In
Middlesex
week
court
last
well
said
Henry
there
quire from thirty to forty minutes, and
Is
that
been
was Intensely fond, cost her life.
It has
Averages.
was arrested on a one set of bearing surfaces on a car wheels turn the better the chance of
spirit of a horse Is Inherited and part
(2) the butter granules will be firm
The kittens, while playing on
"Things average up in the long run.' Phillips, a grocer,
gripping the surface. If the car can
Is produced tnrougn proper feeding.
deof
without being hard usually from 52
It
charge
picking
pockets.
which should never be oiled the be rocked by alternately
said the philosopher.
the floor. Ignited a bos of
engaging and
28
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that
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to 80 degrees Fahrenheit In summer
a
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not
as
veloped
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true,
brakes.
strictly
"Yes," replied the busy man; "It Is
matches, setting Are to Mrs.
disengaging the clutch it will be found
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an
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absentee
and from 58 to 66 degrees Fahrenheit
must
be
but
previously
brake
oiled,
that the pendulum action of the car
Hagen's dress.
Bad roads are the heaviest expense going to take a great many shlrklesa from the army. Ho was sent to pris- squeaking
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with caution. Use castor oil In mod- will carry It out of almost any bad
days to make up for these workless on for three
that production Is required to meet
Is
years.
the
until
squeak
stopped.
eration
spot.
days."
Cream Separator Essential.
Use Rib for Jawbone.
Lessen Demand for Coal.
Stole
of
"Ton"
To obtain practically all the cream
Pork.
Dash.
Eagle
the
Illuminating
8low Music.
Tips en Valve Tappets.
Pueblo, Col. William If. Bilsteln, a
Lumber-ton- .
Burn wood wherever and whenever
N. 3. A huge bald
from the milk and have It In the best
The substitution of a blue bulb for
Do not forget that those parts of the,
Patience And you say at this spirstole
six
from
illumcondition requires the use of a cream railroad employee of this city, under :t Is possible. In order that coal may itualists' seance a
which
clear
the
eagle
one,
baby pigs
the ordinary
engine which become hot In normal opwent an operation to replace a piece to saved.
piano was played farm
Take the crooked and deof Howard Haines, near here, inates the dash, has certain advan- eration
separator.
must be adjusted when ther
by unseen hsndsT
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A
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Feed Intelligently.
the various ple, should not be adjusted whan cold
porkers
reading
enough to
was substituted and Bllsteln's Jaw
"Played by spirits, I suppose?"
Sweet clover Is adapted to a wlder4
verted Into at least a ton of pork by Instruments and yet all back glare Is because the clearances
Cows most be fed Intelligently If the
will not be cor"Well, the playing was anything but next autumn.
la
of
climatic
conditions
than
again
range
perfect
any
eliminated.
highest and most economical returns
rect after the metal has expanded.
spirited."
true
and
the
clovers,
f
al
possibly
are to be obtained.
Poisoned Father Who Whipped Her. falfa.
New Brake for Antes.
Hired Boys to Steal CoaL
Eye Shield on Cap.
Logical Result
Fort Worth, Tex. Because, she says.
A brake for automobiles using
HI. Mrs. If ary Sheehan
Food Necessary for Cow.
Springfield,
The visor of a new cap for motor
Is going to be a has been
there
cow la a direct pecuniary
say
be
"They
A
so
her
Gertrude
Ul
often,
whipped
dirty
roads
that
an
convicted here as a modern mountain
The quantity of milk produce by the
Oregon man ists carries a hinged eye shield that
owner. Keep the stables scarcity of matches."
She was found guilty In tbe has patented resembles a small har- can be dropped Into position for as
cow Is an Indication of tbe onantity of rlch, thirteen years old, poisoned her ioaa to the
-then It will be hard for the Fagin. court
and dry. Use plenty of straw
conWhew;
and
dean
Ernest
later
father,
Clrlch,
row
drives
and
Into
the ground
of having hired boys of
feed sbe mast hare.
spikes
county
lined ovt of the way br a flam
for bedding.
fessed to the polle.
average citizen to come op to tbe her
neighborhood ta steal coal for her. when a lever la pulled.
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WAR WORKERS
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-- i of
agricultural labor.
Mrs. Stanley McConnick who has
charge of tils Woman's Committees'
f ood production
department, has
written to all the state chairmen,
the
Land
Army scheme to
explaining
them, and recommending that they
call a conference consisting of a representative of the Land Army and
the agencies within, the state of the
Then
Department of Agriculture.
arrangements can be made to esta
blish units in different parts of the
state and to recruit the women who
wish to take up agriculture for the
surnrmr. "We all know" says Mrs.
McCormick, "how 'discouraged the
farmers in some sections of the
country are at present in regard to
obtaining adequate farm labor. This
unless immediately
discouragement,
relieved will vitally affect the food
production of the coming year,
"Conditions vary so greatly in the
different states that adaptations of
the Unit Plan will be necessary.
Wherever it can be satisfactorily
adapted we believe that it will help
to relieve the scarcity and unsatis
factory quality of farm labor and
that, unless this relief can be promp- tly provided we shall be face to face
with the most serious of conditions
namely lack of food."
Mrs. McCormick recommends to
the state chairmen especially that
they enlist the interest of all county
chairmen, for they are "really the
back bone of the undertaking." The
State Director of Agriculture Ex- tension at the State College of Agri- culture, the Farm Help Specialist,
and trip Conntv Acents are aslo in- for they
to...the scheme,
dispensable
. c .,
i. .
r
i
nave .tne
commence oi me iarmer,
and understand labor conditions in
different parts of the state.

to

NEW MEXICO

RE YOU SINGLE? Would you mat
Let me find your ideal
ibsolute satisfaction; Many wralthv
vishing marriage; honorable con
idential ; members descriptions free
Vfri. Cappel Box-75- 7
Oakland Calif

CLASSIFY ED

y if suited?

LAND FOR SALE.
SALE si a Sacrifice to settle an
Ksisfr dandy slock ranch the finest in this
'ountry. Comprising 1840 Acres patented
Land of which 500 Acres is good Alfalfa
and and worth 1100.00 per Acre; the improvements slone cost over $10,000.00; its sn
legsnt stock ranch and beautiful ('ountry
Home.
Price for immediate sale S21.00 per
Here its a dandy good buy.
Don! answer unless yon have the money
nn mean business.
Thos. G. Aitken,
KOR

-- No. 112.

rOOD3 TrtTE CLTTHIl COOKED
TOBACCO TA5TES BETTER
TOASTED
Since the day of the caveman, who
liked hia meat raw, civilization ban
learned a lot about the scientific treatment of the things we eat
Naturally none of us would now
prefer to Lave our meat raw, our potatoes as they come from the ground,
oar coffee unroasted.
And naturally follows the great dis-

Marry If You Are Lonely for speedv
results try my club; best, largest in
com-Loan
i
The Woman's Liberty
the country, established 12 years
in
the
work
soliciting
doing good
thousands wealthy wishing early marover
and
districts
farming
country
Kmrrrt i
matter at the post office
riage all dealings confidential, desfrom
Rio
state.
the
Arriba,
Reports
free. The Old Reliable
criptions
it ""anta Fe New Mexico, under the Act of
San Juan, San Mignicl, Sandoval and
Club. Mrs. Wrubel, 732 Madison. Oak
other counties indicate consistent and
M.rrh V 1879
Calif.
No. 186.
land,
Deming, N. M.
and fruitful endeavor. Many coun- covery recently made by The Amerities in the state have already gone
ARGE TRACT of grazing land north of WEALTHY WESTERN CONTRACTOR.
4S,
Werkly State Record SI 50 per year
over the top' in the third Liberty
can Tobacco Co. that tobacco tastes
35,
and would marry.
inUburii. Plenty of water for stm-lLeague, Toledo,
189.
Loan drive, and it is confidently ex- irming. Includes best farm land in south' Ohio.-better TOASTED1
filern New Mexico for wheat, beans, corn,
FRIDAY APRIL 19, 1918
pected that every county will do so
This wonderful new idea simple
Fenced and cross fenced, FOR SALE Good five room house tn Tu
and hay.
otatoea
before the expiration of the time set
"!
No.
State umcari. Cost $2,000, will take $1,700. No
136,
arac range area adjoining.
like all great inventions was first
for the purpose by the U. S. govern- Cernrd Santa re, N. M.
162. csre State Record, Santa Fc, N. M.
used in producing the famous LUCKY"
ment.
I
Bulls next September, WE HAVE BUYERS tor
MS old
WANT
A committee
STRIKE Cigarette made of toasted
SPECIAL PROVISIONS MAKE THE
San Juan's county council of detwo
of workers for the
vearlinr,
yeai
Can
November.
trtohrr. or
you furnish?
Id and three
old steers, white tscea
fense has been
d, with third Liberty Loan, going from Santa
WAR PERFECTLY SAFE FOR
If so, state price and full particulars in nust be food year
Eurlcy tobacco.
u
Customers
stuff
willing
irst letter.
George F. Bruington, of Aztec, as Fr to Cerrillos, Madrid. Waldo. The
DESERVING DEMOCRATS
top prices. No. 172, State Record, SanU
Burlcy has a mellow flavor, entirely
Thos. G. Aitkep, Deming, N. H, oay
chairman. . .Frequent meltings are Cash Entry Mine and San Pedro on
Fe, N. M.
different from the tobacco usually
America'
held
and
with
1.1th,
interests
were
the
received
being
Saturday
A great year for "deterring DemFOR SALE FOUR very vslusble business
used for cigarettes. It is a pipe to
VER 7Ms ACRES with plenty of watei
enthusiasm and results were
its tn Deming one block and a half from
ocrat." Some months back this im- are being protected at every point. great
ith timber for stock protection, locates
baccoana LUCKY STRIKE Cigarettes
500.00 will
the
nf
most
Is.
take
worth
that
enter
unusual,
considering
town,
two
ear
on
railroads, particulars
request
pressed us as practically certain to
for cntire population of all these places
'or quick sale $5,000.00. Thos. G. Aitken,
dollar
that
No 64. State Record, Santa Fe. N M
taste lie a pips.
you
Every
spend
We
. M.
'12. south t,old Avenue.
believed, however,
prove true.
Ucming,
bond help to put a kink is made tin of
-- No.
nr.
that the good times would be con-fi- Liberty
von
of
in
the
Wilhelm,
somf Austrians and Bohemians, with
aspirations
:d to raids upon the "pork barand company, a closed proprietors and managers and i few
m ACRES ai reasonable price. About 100
rel," and general preferment along Hindenburg that
cres in cultivation, good stream of water
on
is
skilled
workers such as engineers,
b'nt
wrecking
political lines, without reference to corporation
unning through the land, also warm springs
mechanical,
mining and electrical
n this iraci. No. 137, care State Record,
merit or fitness.
It did not occur the civilized world.
The chairman of the commit-- " re.
ants re, N. M.
to us that the Democrats would be
of
a
total
approximately
ported
offic-rn
commissioned Army
and giv-o- THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS
TWO
THOUSAND acres in s solid body
dollars for the
Itw ntv thousand
details which would keep them
between Mcintosh and Moriarty, Torrancr
davs work.
When Spring comes, with its changeable weather
far away from the battle fields; ai
county, all under fence, title clear, every
POLITICS AND INDUSTRY
Miss Greason. nricinal of the Ma- acre can be cultivated, good pure watei
would not permit them in fact, to
and
on every quarter section at 10 to 60 feet.
rlri,1 schools with hor rnrnc nf ra.
your exposure, it is best to clear away all the
be subjected to even the rigors of
element -- those
two quarters on which the well!
The
left after an attack of grip. That evil
American training camps. With ref- who own no property or business-a- re rliprs. had worked bard from the
w feet, one good two story six room
are PJ"g
symptoms
lietritininRi of the drive and had sehouse,
one five room house and other
erence to some of the 2,000 noncom-hatan- t
disease leaves you weakened, and when its victim
engaijed in the pro- cured m.inv promises which wiere
constantly
No. 52. State Record, San
smaller
houses.
officers in the United States motion of new theories of governa Fe, N. M. This Is All Good Bean Land
to n man on 9nt"r-tattempts to "do his bit" he exposes himself to the risk of a second
Army, the Ohio "Republican" makes ment and there has devrloped in this redeemed
hov in
attack, for which he is less prepared, and which may have graver
REAL
the following pertinent observations: country a mama lor ine rcg.na i.u which was ,c pavdav One
,
ENOUGH
MEAL
CORN
TO
soli(.jt d scvera, h j
cj,r,,(h
consequences.
of private
business by rcstr.,ctlv; dollars.
The appointment of I.. Ames
ENABLE
NATION
TO
GET
VANTED About three sections of leased
lie enactment aim me opcr- laws.
f .h. vr,,t,:.t
Brown, ;w 27, intimate friend of
K(r
ALONG WITHOUT WHEAT and with plenty of grass and water. Desire
location where cattle can graze all the
I'rivate Secretary Tumulty, lias a'ion of these law cost money and mines, had worked among his men
ear round. Please give full description
awakened some interest. Young
help to pile tip the tax rate, but des- for several days, with the rcs"lt that
an estimate made f water supply, buildings
to
According
and other
Mr. lirown, who was placed in
in first letter. No. 13H. care
pite all of the new regulations and the committee from Santa Fe had public by the United States Food
April and May are pneumonia months. In this time a weakNew
Mexico.
Santa
tate
restrictions the cost of living has only to write out the annlictions
Record,
I'la.ss
Fe,
of the draft during his
following a canvass of
H
ened system is a constant source of danger, for the pneumonia
recent nervine as assistant to constantly increased, so that both for the people desiring to take bonds the whole country the actual milling HAVE
to $St,eM worth of good Denver
and grip infections are in the air, and after a long winter the
the taxpayer and the
George Creel, has since been made
The C'ern'llos Red Cross Om'rm'n output of corn m.eal increased from property $2S,M
to trade for cheap New Mexico
have been hurt.
a first lieutenant, doubtless for
3000000
body is so clogged with waste it cannot resist them, Fortify
barrels
October
land.
in
assisted
to
the
razing
Stanley M. Barrows, 901 Gas
teacher
o'
nearly
by
eleorne
It is frankly admitted by
Kiallant and meritorious publicity
the health, remove, the catarrh, and improve the digestion.
the schools
a dance on (yi0000 barrels for the month of nd Electric Bldg., Denver, Colo. No. 159.
gave
ent the socialist tnat it is tneir Saturday evening in a local hall, March.
s&rvice, and assigned to "intel
AM SEEKING TO LOCATE-Ran- ge
tot
until private which res"slted in considerable funds
aim to tax property
licence dttties solely" in WashEstimated Maximum Capacity
aac aulfirient for 600 to 800 aheep. What
w ll no longer he possible.
owm
The estimated maximum capacity ave you to offer. No. 126, care State Record,
for Re.d Cross work.
ington and New York with tli
That it is their intention to take
proviso that he should "not lie
The Woman's l and Armv l" bM for milling! corn meal in the United anta Fe, N. M.
H
away the savings of the industrious officially endorsed by the Woman's States mills running 24 hours per VANTED 59
assigned to any other duty or the
This reliable tonic is recommended to remove the waste
to 100 sections of good graz-nan.l the thrifty and have cverythinff Committee of Council of National day, 30 days per month, 'exceeds
command of troops under this
Isnd. Must have running water and
from the body, counteract the cutnrrhal poisons and allay the
under p':blic ownership and control. Defense.
barrels per month, an increase jlenty of it. Western New Mexico
appointment."
Ami tliis gradually being done throWill not pay fancy price, but
inflammation that is catarrh, restore the regular appetite and
Another
of 200 per cent over last year..
interesting appointNo.88
to handle 50,000 to 75,0110 acres
ugh political manipulation.
ment is that of Humphrey K'ed
In view of this great output, Amer- ,ble
tone up the entire system to resist disease. A well man is safe.
The Woman's l and Armv ts an or-- j
are State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
nev
follow
to
triid
The
propagansimil-i- r
field, son of the secretary o
to that in England, icans are now in a position to obAs a tonic after grip it has won many commendations, while its effectda oi tins kind is growing and is gmiation
commerce. He was
serve total abstinence from wheat
whose plan is to fac'litite the
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
iveness in catarrhal conditions is unquestioned.
Take no chances Take
taken up by politicians who pander1 ing of women on the farms to plac
an ensign after his graduaflour and depend wholly on corn
fl'c
Pcruna.
to every movement tnat mars tie
tion from Amherst collet md
"IF YOU ARE THINKING of buyins; or
the products as their source of
,acC(i of. men b
,c
sending
ranch or livestock in Texas, New
Pcruna Tablet ore alway ready to take. You mmy carry a bog
car mark, of popularity. The only
,
is now assistant pay clerk ,with a
,
Our normal consumption of selling aColorado,
;,
;,
Th,sp
Arizona, California or Old
With you and ward off cold and chill.
The liquid mediant in jaaur
desk in the navy supply bureau.
ivuson tor inis is tuai opponents oi which consist of from fen to seven- wtieat flour is H.UUU.UUU barrels per Mexico,
Mexico, let us hear from you, for if we
reorehome
it a great safeguard. Protect your family.
business and property rights
Still another
know what you want we can hrlp you
apty women and girls live together month.
California
an
out.
State
sent
organized lone in pohti
Increase in Eighteen Months
pointment is that of Joscphus
in a larin nous or some convert
Life Bide. Amarillo, Texas, Trust & SavThe Peruna Company, Columbus, Ohio
while business, politically, retires. .Tits
r
,
Ihinicls, Jr., son of the secretary
,t, ,i,or
It is estimated that during the past ings
Bldir., Los Angeles, California, Mazatlan,
WeekState
force.
18
the
Washington
He
has a commisof
No. 1R5.
months the output of corn flour Mexico."
navy.
or housekeeper, and go out to work
sion as second lieutenant in the
bv the dav' on the arms in tie nM"p- - has increased 500 per cent. The es- - WANTED REPRESENTATIVES.
of
ImrlinnJ TUnr- quartermaster's department
tindeniab'e need
production of corn flour for Vew Proposition on SUNSET MAG-ZINThe Kntorprise is always hungry, r .v,r,'
the marine corps reserves. His
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.!, October and for Marrh i nlared at
f,rm.
Either Whole or part time.
fur news from the boys in training Ilre,',K;ce of f.rnVrs
duties do not take him to sea.
against woman Iv. 000 and 540,000 barrels, respective-o- r Liberal Commissions, etc. Investigate
'over there and will appreciate .lhnr u.. ,n
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sncn minrmatton as may come to 0ne of ,he Krcatest
ment is that of Davij Houston,
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I
nd
will send
hundreds of drscriD'
sioned an ensign in the navy and
important sidelights on the war,
the extra work that havini? the remarkable increase in output, which (ons; congenial you
worth $1,000 to
people,
Silver City Enterprise.
assigned to duty on a patrol veswomen in the house would hrintr to is certain to become greater each .WMKA): seeking marriage: (Confidential), ad
sel on the coast of New England.
them. Whereas thousands of
succeeding month, is due in consi- Ireas, Ralph Hyde, San Francisco, Cat.
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New
who was on the border with the
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who
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and
Guard
R. Crane of Chicago, a large coiv
for the summer practically none of cornmilling machinery.
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with
their
tranfer
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WILL YOU WRITE TO LONELY YOUNC
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Each human life is a
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Ohject, matrimony
rather WIDOWBoxworth
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many facei. Mary,
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Hof Washington.
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each
face
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WILL YOU WRITE to lonely young widow
Silver City Enterprise.
Charles R Crane, II, is a second
Every woman who enlists to be 't
oomp't te life; and yet, all the wortn
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be
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to
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who
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a
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to marry honorable
over
$50,000.
Anxious
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interesting appointtraining before she under- gentleman. K. Warn. 2216J4 Temple St. Los
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no.
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nts loyalty
to nmenca national p)an was tried tn ISew York state the loveliest, is
of former Governor
It is
Dunne of Illinois, in the conixepunucan.
)as. summer, and the extieriments the safest because it is always at MARRY IF LONELY for results, try me an idle summer.
is an operation throughout the year
tract section of the ordnance
were found successful in truck gar- - anchor, and that man man truly be MM and most successful "Home Maker"
;
;
marn'sge soon; strict with its complete
They are dying for th flag, over dt.nin(? carjnff for fru;t trces fruj, said to live the most content in his tiuadreds rich wish
faculty and equipment on duty.
x
reliable: years
f confidential! moat free.
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is that of Gordon Auchincloss,
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of Colonel E. M.
Detroft Free Press.
House, in the offtdc of CounselBEGINS
lor Polk of the state department
Leon Trotzky has now been apThere arc many such interestRuspointed Minister of War in the
0
ing appointments among the
sian Cabinet. But what does Russia
peaceful soldiers holding warProviwith a war minister?
want
like commissions.
Here is a picturesque, finely eqquipped'building set in
dence Journal.
Thus is the war not only makbeautiful
grounds and with a background of towering mouning things safe for democracy
The (itiestion as to whether I.etiine
but for the scions of Democracy.
tains
and
a foreground of a busy city of comfortable homes,
and Trotzky were German agents
or German dupes is no longer imand
pleasant soial conditions.
PEACE APOSTLE WAS SAFE.
portant the results are the same...
San Francisco Chonirle.
Newtoa D. Baker "the Great Peace
Secretary, has returned from a visit
The
for Liberty bonds is
to the battle fields of Europe. In uttered appeal
in thirty-eigh- t
foreign tonaome quarters gratification was ex- gues.
Jut of many comes the one
he
that
able
was
to
cross and American Voice Philadelphia
pressed
the Atlantic without falling
a victim to the torpedoes of the
merman submarines.
there never
if
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rear mat uermany you haven't anything to speakers
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i
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and
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a
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faUVrtiTaa St. tab M-fmatter
cargo.
J
fact, if the
German High Command had had Camp.
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During the period of the war A
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and lapan will be the world -cy in making war is too valuable a Troy Record.
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k TJL
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Waldo Twitchell, of Santa Fe,
Camp Devens Trench and Camp.
first lieutenant of artillery, has been
opportunities for YOU in a summer's work at your home
tranferred to the 672nd Aero Squadfa
When you buy Liberty Bonds
state university.
ron and promoted to captain. He
show patriotism ami common
was one of the three officers of his you
sense combined. Jacob II. Schiff.
grade recommended for promotion,
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certainty of service in Tested Tires). They rive
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board.
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mileage
motorist,
University of New Mexico
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1918 message, the roads
to
that
Hearken
America
genuine American sentiment in his ticipated with food saving slogans.
Albuuqerque N. M
American motorists. Last year Goodrich, launching six Test Car
speech at Globe the other day, when The following phrase are given as
he declared: "We wont atop this
Fleets in six widely different regions
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our country, took Goodrich
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mauled
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enough
put
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167,equal to $3.62 a share on 869,980
shares of stock, $5 par, compared
with $3.84 earned in the same quarter
of 1916.

NEW MEXICO
NEWS REVIEW

Bandits Capture Engineers
John Kyle, rancher,- living east of
Silver City, hat received word through
the big papers on the coast, that
his brother, George A. Kyle, who is
-

a railroad engineer of national repute went to China at the head of
a party of enginers to do the preSoM
Field Ranch
million
liminary work for a sixty-tw- o
A d"a' in dirt of considerable im dollar railroad contract which an
consummated
was
yesterd'y
American firm has with the Chinese
portance
when the A. L. Martin company soia government. While engaged in this
the N. a. Field ranch, five miles work in an outlying district Mr. Kyle
north on the boulevard, to J. W. Har and another enginer named Purcell
hn were captured by Chinese bandits.
rington, of Suwanee, N. M., and ranH. H. Russell. The
urcell was turned loose by the banch consists of 131 acres with an eight-roo- dits and sent to demand a large
house., bath, barn, and all other ransom for Kyle. Negotiation, were
necessary buildings. The flew ow- under way to secure the enmners
ners expect to stock the farm with release at the time the news was
e
a herd of
Jerseys Albu- sent to this country. It was expected
querque Journal.
that tluse would be successful but
it will be a long time before definite
Additional Improvementa
word gets to this
and in the
Due to rapidly increasing business meamtimeMr. Johncountry
Kyle is very anxwhich makes additional facilities nec- ious about his brother's safety. Silver City Enterprise.
essary, the plant of the Charles
BERNALILLO

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
vide that the purchaaer may at his option
maae paymenta oi not less man one
thirtieth of ninety-fivper cent of the purchase price at any time after the aale
and prior to the expiration of thirty years
PUBLIC LAND SALE
from date of the contract, and to provide
COUNTY
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
ROOSEVELT
the expiration of thirty years from the
Of
tllCC
the I'ommiasloncr ol Public date of the contract with intereat on deferred paymenta at the rate of four per
Leads,
iants Fc, New Mexico. cent per annum, payable in advance on
the anniversary of the date of contract,
Notice it hereby given that pursuant partial paymenta to be credited on the an
to the provisions of an Act of Congreaa niveraary of the dateof of the contract next
tender.
the laws of Ihe following the date
approved June 20th, 1910,
Slate of New Mexico, and rules and regwill be subject
sale
of
The
above
lands
the
Land
Office,
ulations ol the State
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer to valid existing rights, easements, rights
of
and
reaervations.
bidder
aale
way,
Ihe
to
oublic
at
highest
"in of
The Commissioner of Publie Lands or
th
New
of
Mexico, in front his agent holding auch sale reserves the
ni Roosevelt. State
risht to reiect any and all bida offered
ol tne court nouse inerein, inc.
Possession under contracts
at aaid sale.
deacribed tracts ol land, via:
of sale for the above deacribed tracts will
S'A, Sec. S; SJ4., SJ4N54. be given on or before October firat, 1911.
Sals Ne. 1144
Sec. 7; All of Sec. 8; All of Sec. 9; Lots
Witneas mv hand and the official aesl
1, 2, J, 4, SWNWX, SWXi Sec. 10; T. 1 S.
R. 37 E., containing, 2473.12 acres. There of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, this Ninth day of April, 191s.
arc no improvements.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
FOR

NOTICE

PUBLICATION

the Commissioner of Public Laads or bis
o
agent holding such sale,
the price otlerrd by him tor the land
four per cent cent intereat in advance foi
the balance of such purchaae price, fee
tor advertiaing and appraisement and al
costs incidental to the aale herein, eeel
and all of aaid amounta must be deposit
ed ia caah or certified exchange al lh
time ot aale and which aaid amounts an
all of them are subject to forfeiture to the
state ol new Mexico, it tne aucceasiu
bidder does not execute a contract with
ia thirty days after it haa been mailer
to him by the State Land Office, sair
contract to provide that the purchaaei
may at his option mae paymenta of no
leaa than
of ninety five pet
cent of the purchaae price at any time
after the aale and orior to the exoiratior
of thirty year from the date of the con
tract and to provide for tne payment o'
any unpaid balance at the expiration O'
thirty years from the date of the con
tract with intereat on deferred oavmenli
al the rate of four per cent per annua,
payable in advance on the anniversary o
the date of the contract, partial payment
to be credited on the anniversary of thf
dale of the contract next following tb
date of tender.

SSWta.

.,
Section 22; NViBfEM. SWieNEU
four
rate
i
'
'
Section
NWKSEJ4
23; vance.
i.
i
o
SttSEty,
of each year
ber 1st,pa'iiolit.
24; NEH, NtfNWX Seels; N6NE4, NWM
Sec. 26; NM Sec. 27, T. 16 8., R. 36 fc...
The above salt ri land will be subject
Lot 4, Sec. IB; Lots I, 2. SEMNWX, SW
ir
valid existing riwhis. easements, rights
I wsy snd reservations
NEK, SX Sec. 19; NEH Sec. 20; N'A, SEX,
NHSWjf See. 30, T. 16 S., R. 37 E
3843.22
acres. The improvements
'he I'ommissioner ,, Hublu Lands or
consist ol fencing, value $875.00.
his agent hohlinii such salt reserves Iht
right to reject anv and all nids offered
&A Src. 10; All of Sec. at said sale.
Sale Ne. life

WW.

14; All of Sec. 16; WX Sec. 27; S
NEX
Sec. 28; S'i Sec. 29; SX Sec. 30; All of
Sec. 31; All of Sec. 32; WX Sec. 33, T.
16 S
R. 35 E., NXSEX, SEXSEX Sec. 19;
NV4NWX Sec. 29; StfNX, SX. NEXNEtf
Sec. 30; All of Sec. 31, T. 16 S., R. 36 E.,
All of Sec. 2: All of Sec. J; All of S- -r
4; All of Sec. 5; All of Sec. 6; All of Sec.
7; All of See. (; All of See. 9; WX, WX
NEX, SEX Sec. 10; EX. SWX. E'4NW!
Sec. II; NX See. 15; All of Sec. 16; NX
Sec. 18, T. 17 , R. 35 E., containing 13466.5
acres, i ne imorovementi consist ni .1 well- -

sou

Pos.tktion under contra, i,
above descrihed tracts will
r before October 1st. 1918
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Sale Na. IMS
16 S.. R. 37 E.. all of See. 1: All of See
.
IV.
J. 1 s., JC. SI C, con IN THE DISTRICT COURT OP THE STATE
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FOR THE COUNTY
OF
high-gradFe and Grant Countv Railroad Bond FunC
. V,y cvu
SANTA FE.
Alt
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will be aubiect to the above terms anr
Sec. 2; NWX, WXSWX, Sec. 3;
conditions except that the succeesful bid EXSWX,
T ....
- John Green and Mary Greea.
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Plaintiffs,
SXNEX, NWX, NXSWx, NXSEX, SEX
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change at the time of aale
No. 8983
vs.
SEX
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11.
SWXNWX.
See.
WXSWX
the purchase price offered by nim rot
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19. UIJ. C. V. Hickman,
the land four per cent interest in ad NEX, NXNWX, SEXNWX,
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SWX. Sec. 20. T. 19 S., Tt. 35 E., All of
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ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
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Commissioner of Public Lands,
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Sec.
A cellar has been excavated under Lumbar and Buildings Destroyed
29; All of Sec. 30; Lota I, 2. 3. 4
You are hereby notified that there is a
S., R. 30 E., containing 1117.01 acres. The first 1'ubiication April 12, 1918.
thirty equal annual instalmenta with In
lerest on all deferred payments at tb NEXNWX, NXNEX, SEXSWX. SWXSEX suit pending against you in the above en
one warehouse and is being fitted up rire last week destroyed the lumb- improvements consist of well and fencing, Last Publication June 14, 1918,
rate of four per cent per annum ia ad Sec. 31; NX, NXSX. SEXSEX Sec. 32;. NX titled court in which John Green and Mary
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vance, paymenta and intereat due on Octo
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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Sec.
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NXSX,
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size of the office is being doubled, The origin of the fire is unknown. 21;
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to valid existing rights, easements, right! provementa consist of fencing, value $900.00 some claim to the said descrihed premises
R. 36 E., containing 1268.20 acres,
of
adverse to the plaintiffs and they pray that
adding 400 more square feet. Albu- The loss estimated at S10.00J to $15- - selected for the Santa
Fe and Grant Counway and reservations.
PUBLIC LAND SALE
NX. SEX Sec. 21, T their title to said premises be established
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GRANT
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containing
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any
Mining Activities
the
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of
Public
Office
Commissioner
CHAVES
No bid on the above described tracts
at said aale.
value of said premises is more than Two
Ihe Lawrence Company is about of Unit v;H
Lands,
fl'vnled for less than
No bid on the above described tracts of Thousand Dollars (W.OOn.OO) : that you, by
New
Mexico.
Santa
Fe,
which
100
acre
Two Cattla Deals Last Week
DOLLARS
FIVE
($5.00)
to install a
horse power oil burnper
Possession under contracta of aale for thf jann will De accepted for less than Five falsely reprcsrnttni yourself to he an of
Miller brothers last week closed ing engine and a 500 foot air com is ihe appraised value thereof and in adabove described tracts will be given or Dollars
($5.00)
per acre, which is the ap ficer of the United States Cmirt of OklaNotice is hereby given
thai Dursuanl or
thereto the successful bidder must
before October 1st, 1918.
s
praised value thereof, and in addition there homa, induced the said plaintiffs to execute
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of
an
the
of
Art
to
provisions
pay fi.r the improvements that exist on
to
the
successful
bidder must pay for the and deliver to you a note daicl June 13ta,
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
approved
of their yearlings of both sexes and equipment, preparatory to confin- the land.
hand and the official seal improvements that exist on the land.
1st, 1917, in the
l'16, and due January
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg- of Witness my Land
also reduces the number in pasture ing sinking number three shaft to a Sale No. 1147 All of Sec. 16; T. 4
Office
of
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the
State
State
the
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of
State
Land
the
ulations
Office,
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so as to insure safe arrival of what depth of 650 feet. At the same time 30 K., containing 640 acres, The imprnvi
of Public Lands will offer New Mexico,
land Will he ntieWrA In. ..I- the aaid plaintiffs that you induced them to
are left. R. C. Graves bought the drifting will be continued between menu consist of corral, 'well, tank anil." .Plic sale to the highest bidder at 1918.
ROBERT P. ERVIEN.
'7.
execute to you a morlKaue upon the above
stears, 94 head and R. L. Graves of
Commissioner of Public Lands of the
described
prrmises to secure the payment
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State of New Mexico.
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false and fraudulent; tthat the said
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terms
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conditions
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No.
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of
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via:
tracts
land,
duly
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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sale,
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to be delivered!. May
Koswell from development work only. .Lord- price offered by him for the land, four of said representations until about DecemNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
35; T. 16 S., R. 20 W., NEH, Sec. 22; SWX,
News.
per cent intereal in advance for the bal ber 1916; that you have failed and refuaed
Each of the hoove deacribed tract will S',SE'4, Sec. 23; All of Sec. 26; T. 17 S.,
sburg Liberal.
ance of auch purchaae price, the feet to cancel said mortgage'; that the considerabe offered for sale separately.
R. 20 W-- , containing 2117.75 acrea, selectPUBLIC LAND SALE
for
and appraiaement
said note was given has
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ed for the Santa re and Grant County
Millers Lambing 4 SOS Ewes Hera
all coats incidental to the
Making Rapid Progress '
The above sale of lands will be sub Railroad Rond Fund.
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SOCORRO COUNTY
There
are
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each and all of aaid amounts herein,
Fred H. and Prager Miller are J. H. Cauthen, who is opening up ject to the following terms and conditions
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and that some perof the Commissioner
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Office
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Lands,
below the Oasis ranch, and will soon ing rapid progress. Ore bins are befor
selected
for
Santa
lands
the
" of them are subject to forfeiturr a release thereof on thr- records of Santa
New Mexico.
Except
Sec. 20; T. 17 S., R. It W
Santa
Fe,
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men at work ing built, houses for employes are Fe and Grant County R. R. Bond Fund, containing 549.01 acrea. There are no
have an outfit of
the succesiful bidder must pay to the
Notice is hereby given that pursuant cessful bidder does not execute a con costs.
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under construction. About 20 men Commisaioner
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!!
The names and iiIuk., w.
to the provisions of an Act of Congreas tract within thirty days after il haa beer
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of
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June 2uth, 191U, the lawa ol In- mailed to him by the State Land Office attorneys are McFie, Edwards and McFie,
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offered by him for the latad, four T. 18 S.. R. 10 W.,
road gang is putting the roads in
of New Mexico, and rulea and reg saio contract to provide that the purchasei Santa Fe, New Mexico.
state
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containing
cent intereat in advance for the balam-Unless you appear and answer the com
State Land Office. th may at his option make payments of no .
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White trucks, otper such
shape for three
COLFAX
ot nintw.';,
Commissioner of Public Lands will offet less thsn
price, the fees for ad
plaint in said action on or before May 20,
anil fencing,
value
already on the grounds. It is his in- vertising purchaae
and appraiaement ana an cos., s null,
at Duh he sale to the hiehest bidder ai cent of the purchase price at any time aftet 1118, judgment by default will be takea
tention to install a complete machine incidental to the aale herein, and each and Sale No. 10SJ
E'ASFM. Sec. 17; SKtf 10 o'clock. A. M.. on Tuesdsy. May 14th. wie saie ano prior to tne expiration oi aRainst you.
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certified
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at
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There
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describes the condition of our city
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able." The American tongue is inS.
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Up To Data Water System
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way
any unpaid
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ments to be credited on the anniversary W., containing 1599.99 acres. Improvements 15, 16; T. 8 S., R. II W., containing 13,
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Possession under contracts nf anl
In,
the date of the contract next following consist ol tencing, value 4413.45.
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acrea.
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pany. The work on thp big irrigaNews.
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the
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tion project in the southernpart of
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Witness mv hand and th Affiriftl
Pe sad Crsat County R. I. Bond Fund There are no improvements.
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First Publication
April 12, 1918.
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Last Publication June 14, 1918.
big-- natural .reservoir used by the last week tor its annual bannuet. Ol sucn parcnasv. price ana win oc recontract providing for , R. 13 W., containing 1045.71 acrea. Thcrs
to execute
The above aale of land will be subject
company for the irrigation of the As J. A. Mahoney remarked, "The quired
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flowed like chase
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Na.
water." For the first time in the lment, price
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on
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
the Commiaaioner of Public Lands or his
at the rate of four per cent per T. 20 S R. 11 W-- , containing 240 acres.
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holding auch sale,
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up of rruen who came to Deming prior due
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LAND
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Sale Na. IMS
will be subject
Donated $10 to Town Well
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advertising and appraiaement and all
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existing rights,
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,
no
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held at Richardo last week, were do- remarks were made by some of those
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of Public
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SXNEX. WX. SEX. Sec time of aale and which said amounts and
Sale Ne. UN
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New
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of
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right to reject any and all bida offered acres.
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it said sale.
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Possession under contracts of aale for T. 21 S., R. 15 W., containing 360 seres. to him by the State Land Office, said approved Tune 20th, 1910. the laws nf the
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contract to provide that the purchaser State of New Mexico, and rules and res;
the above described tracts will be given There arc ao improvements.
At Year Newaatoaler
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State of New Mexico. S., R. 14 W containing 1760 acrea. There thirty
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deferred
interest
with
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payments
El Paso for March. Since Feb. 20. soon as the crops are plan tied and First Publication April 12, 1918.
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are no improvements.
at the rate of four per cent per annum
S.NE. SENW, St-when the association was formed. 77 'labor availibk. The road will be Last Publication June 14. 1918.
payable in advance on the anmveraary ot 3; T. 4 S., R. 24 E., contaminR 120.00 acres.
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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so
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Possession under contracts of sale for thr dition thereto the successful bidder must
1 Insuring mssimom profits. Submit four Mga
The Baptist larltee served lunch place in Agua Chiquita canyon, and Notice is hereby given that pursuant Sale No. 1107
SX. Sec. 29; T. 27 S., above described tracts will be given of pay for the improvements that eist on
1 V plsni or literature lor preliminsrr snaL MMM
in the Sheltnn building and made are
of
of
an
19
Act
R.
Congress,
the land.
or before October 1st. 1918.
ImproveW., containing 320 acres.
yaiasnd quotation, nooblieatioo,
stocking it with fine dairy cattle, to the provisions
$41.00. which Will . be added to the consisting of Holsteins and Jerseys. approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the ments consist of fencing, value $150.00.
111c
All of Sec. 36; T. 7 S
Sale No. 1217
iuici mu
Witness mv hand and the official see
jnexico anaLsnd
church building fund of $1100.00, They expect to ship cream to El State 01 New
Office, Ihe
Sale No. 11SS
SWX. Sec. 4; T. 27 S., of the State Land Office of the State o K. .) E rnntaining 61.(10 arrcs.
Thr im
regulations of the Stale
which had previously been subscribPacn anrl rttftpr nninlc tw uav of rnmtntssioner of Public Lands will offer R. 19 W., containing 160 acres. There are New Mexico, this 21st dav of February provements
consist of well and wiri'lmill.
the highest bidder at no improvements.
M,e '
ed. Carlsbad Current.
value x.mu).
1918.
hut nn this tr.iet nf Ian
Jo
Cloudcroft
Thev will milk twentvl"ninrPuhlic
will be accepted for less than $10.10 pe
o'clock A. M., on Tuesday, June 25th,
ROBERT P. ERVIEN.
or more cows. They also expect to 191g in
town of Ft. Sumner, County
WXWX. EXEX. Sec.
Sale No. lief
Commissioner of Public Lands of thr
Shipped 1000 Cattle
State of New Mexico
the arable land on thjeir of De Baca, State of New Mexico, in front 33; All of Sec. 32; T. 27 S., R. 19 W., NX
cultivate
About 1000 head of cattle were leasehold.
121S
All nf Sir. If,; T. 6 S .
Sale
of the court nouse inerein, me luuuwmg
NEX, SEXNEX, Sec. 4; NEX, SWX. NX First Publication March I, 1918. ,
Weekly Cloudcrofter.
K. 31 E., containing 640.00 acres.
described tracta of land, vis:
The imSEX, SEXSEX, Sec. 5; WX, WXEX. Sec Last Publication May 3, 1918.
the ,pens r at . Avalon
shinned. from
i
.
.
con28
S.
19
T.
R.
1
All
Sec.
of
consist
7;
W.,
if fcncinir, value $7$.ll
6;
provements
No hid on this tract nf land will he acSWX, Sec. 25; SX See. taining 2649.63 acres, of which 1125.66 acres
Sale No. 1142
-.
w
!
for the Santa Fe and Grant
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
cepted for less than $10.00 per acre.
value U.iwi,f5-The present prospects for a good ;o .SEX, SWX Sec. 27; SX Sec. 28; were selected
Improvebut are in litigation, the court having apple crop
County Railroad Bond Fund.
in the Mountain Park sec- - sjIneX. Sec '34; EXEX. NWXNEx; NEX ments
reof
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
consist
well,
windmill,
house,
Sale No. 121S
N'SN'.i,
SKXNKX.
them in charge. Walter Pendleton tion are said to be excellent. Of NWX, WXNWX. SWX Sec. 35; All of Sec. servoir, corrala, value $3000.00.
NK!4SEX. See. 16; T. 11 S K. 24 E.,
SEX S
accompained the shipment. Carlsbad course, there is quite a danger period 36 T. 1
PUBLIC LAND SALE
a;
Allf
400.00
acres.
The improvement
gu
29
R.
T.
No.
Sec
HIS
S.,
NX,
Sale
4;
Curent.
c.nsist of fencing, value $225.00. No hid
ahead yet, but it is hoped strongly Sff.f
If; 111 of sfc! 17 W., containing 301.44 acrea. Improveof
LEA COUNTY
on this tract nf land will be accepted for
of 1 well, clearing, value
that the Ot,ero county apple crop! 32; NX, NXSX, SWXSWX Sec. 33; T. l ments consist
less than $20.00 prr acre.
of
Heart Rending Accident
Public
10;
fe.
Lots
NXSEX
26
of
Commissioner
1, J, 4,
Office
the
$170.00.
N.. R.
be
will
a
one
this
There
year.
good
A peculiar and 'heart rending acLsnds,
Each of the above described tracts will Take a tablespoon ful of Salts if Back
are also excellent fruit prospects at f
NXSWX Sale No. 1112
Ssnta Fc, New Mexico.
See?; NXSEX Sec. lb; Sec.
WKNEX, NXSEX. Sec.
be offered fnr aale aeparately.
hurt or Bladder bothers Meat
cident occured at Toyah recently. La Luz and Tularosa,
e.
and fair pros-tsr25; 17; T. 30 S.. R. 19 W., WXNEX. Sec 13;
11;
NEXNWX, SWXNWX
A well driller was working on a T.
forms uric acid.
The above aale of land will be subject
ia hereby afven that purauant
Notice
for the vicinity of Alamogordo. NW"XNEX, SXNEX, Sec. 34; T. I -- S., R. NXNWX, Sec 15; T. 30 S., R. 20 W., conpects
Carlsof
of
to
the following
an Act
Congreas.
320 acres, selected for the Santa to the proviaiona
terms and conditions
and P. well three miles out of
I 25
i lJ; S.. ; R.o; 26; taining
. fc.. All Ol Sec a; Sec 6.1, T.
news.
of
lawa
via.:
thr
1910,
Alamogordo
for
tor
20,
Fe
Bond
tand
Except
Railroad
Fund.
June
aelected
SEs.swt
Grant
and
the
in
approved
a
foot
County
about
hole
bad, over a
State of New Mexico and Ihe rulea and Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
There are no improvementa.
containing 8572.44 acrea. The12481.25.
diameter. He; was carrying water to
the Fund, the successful bidder must psy to
We are a n:itii-nf met enters anat
IE.,
consist of fencing, value
regulations of the State Land Office,
WX
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer the Commissioner of Public Lands or his DUX l.lcfxi is tilled with uric acid, says a
Sale No. 1113
it, .slushing out the botom, and his
SWXNEX, SEXNWX,
nf
at puhlic sale, to the hiaheat bidder, at agent holding auch aale,
No bid on the above described tracta NWX, Sec 1; T. 30 S.. R. 20 W., containld
little
boy was "helping
authority, who warns us to
nine o'clock A. M. on Saturday, June 29th, the price offered by him foe the land,
of land will be accepted for less than ing 159.79 acrea.
There are no improvedaddy". An instants carelessnes and Hun Work at Roy
1918, in the town of
Lovington, County four per cent cent intereat in advance for be constantly on guari against kidney
FIVE DOLLARS ($5.00) per acre, which is menta.
the baby had fallen head first into Some miscreant destroyed the big the appraiaed value thereof and in adof Lea, State ol New Mexico, in front of the balance of auch purchase price, fees troulilf.
the aucceasful bidder muat
Sale No. 1114
SEXNWX. EXSWX. Sec. Ihe court house therein the following des- for advertising and appraiaement and all
The kiilners do their utmost to free
the well. Frantic efforts to reach Flag on the Floersheim Store that ditionforthereto
costs incidental to the aale herein, each tlie Mood
e that cxiat on 19; EXNWX. Sec 30; T. 32 S., R. 16 W.. cribed tracta of land, via:
the
improvement
pay
of this irritatinp eckl. but
nim failed. A little negro boy dropp- was put out Saturday to remain dur- the land.
ana all ot aaid amounta must be deposit
200 acres. Improvements consist
containing
weak from the overwork; thee
ed
tied
licconie
to
his
a
feet
See.
or
in
SWK
cash
NEX.
ed into the hole,
certified exchange at the
of fencing, value $187.50.
Sala No. 114
I;
Si
drive. It was
ing the Liberty-Loa- n
Sec. 13; Si-- , time oi .sic ano wnicn sain amounts ant
Sec. 12; NW
,
Sec.
NXNWX.
SWX
11;
1141
WXNEX.
reach
failed
No.
innnsh:
the
Ey,FM
The
Sale
to
the elmunative tissue elan
rope.
boy
torn in shreds an braided and tied
All of Sec. 16; T. 33 S., Sec. 14, T. 15 S., R. 35 E., tW Sec. 2, T. all of them are aubject to forfeiture to the and thus the waste is retained ia the
Sale No, Hit
WXSWX. SEXSWX. SWXSEX Sec.
screaming baby. He was drawn out. down to the staff. The S-- A flag was NWX.
R. 28 E., containing 360 acres. R. 20 W., containing 640 acrea. There are 14 S., R. 34 E., containing 16(11.24 acres. State of New Mexico, if the auccessful blnod
1
T.
32,
N.,
to poison the entire system.
The father, not himself wealthy, off- torn down also and we suspect there The improvements consist of fencing, value no improvementa.
The improvements consist of fencing, value bidder does not execute a contract within thirty daya after it haa been mailed
When your kidneys ache and feel like
SHJ0.00.
ered the boy fifty, a hundred, and will be a reckoning when the Hun $15.00.
him
to
the
State
Land
said
by
Office,
1HS
No.
Sec
WXSEX.
Sale
EXSWX,
finally a thousand dollars, if he.d go who did it is caught. Roy Spanish-America- n. No bid en the above described tract of 9; T. 27 &, R. 20 W., containing 160 acrea. Sal No. IIS
to provide that the purchaaer lumpe of lead, and you have stinging
Sec. J4. T. 14 contract
SC,5W
back down into the hole. The boy
at hia option make paymenta of not pains in the back or the urine is doudy,
tand will be accepted for less than Ten Improvementa conaiat of fencing, value S., R. 36 E WVS Sec. 2; Lota 3. 4, SV4NEW, may
of ninety five per full of sediment, or the bladder is irri
SEX Sec. 3; N4 Sec. 10; All of Sec. 11. T. less than
refused. The baby's screams were dyDollars a$10.0D) per acre, which is the ap- S 150.00.
15 S., R. 36 E., SEX,
S'.SWH Sec. 25; S, cent of the purchase price at any time table, obliging you to seek relief during
praised value thereof, and in additionforthereing away, when Scotty, in charge
aale
after
the
and
to the expiration the
Sec.
SEX
Sec.
26;
23
SWX
SH
of
prior
27;
All
1117
T.
No.
11;
Wtf,
Sec
the
S.,
bidder
SEX,
must
Sala
auccessful
to the
pay
RIO ARRIBA
night; when you have never head-icheof the work, shown a mirror down
Sec. 29; All of Sec. of thirty years from the date of the eon-raR. 18 W., containing 640 acres.
There are Sec. 28; EJ4,
improvements that exist oa the land.
nervous and dizzy spells, sleeplessand to provide for the nayvaent of
32; EtfNEX. NEXSEX. SyiSM Sec. 33; All
no improvements.
the tiole. and after careful preparbalance
of
the
at
All
of
36.
Sec.
Sec.
any
All
of
unpaid
Sec.
of
34:
expirattoe
35;
ness, acid stomach or rheumatism in bed
Each of the above deacribed tracts will
ation, dropped a nouse down the Four Accuse! of Stealing
T. 16 S., R. 36 E;, NEX, SEXNWX, S", thirty years from the date of the con- weather, get from
1118
Sec
for
offered
Ne.
EX.
Sec
SEX.
aale
19;
Sale
be
separately.
your pharmacist about
hole and snared a baby foot. The
Salome Jacquez, Frank Trujillo.
20; NEXNWX. Sec 29; T. 19 S., R. 14 W., Sec 31, T. 16 S.; R. 37 if., All of Sec. 1; tract with intereat on deferred paymenta
of Jad Salts; take
will be subject containing- - 520 acrea, aelected for the Santa All of Sec. 2: EX, Lota 1, 2, SEXNWX. at the rate of font per cent nee asssn four ounces
infant was drawn from the hole af- Amarante Lopez
and Venceslao Val- - The above aale of land and
in advance on the anniversary of tablcepoonful in a glass of water before.
terms
conditiona, Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. N'JSWX, SEXSWX Sec. 3; Lots 3, 4, payable
to the following
ter an hour of torment, with blood dez were today placed under $1,000 vis:
date of the contract, partial paymenta
There are no improvementa. The eucceee-fu- l SEXNWX. EJ4, SWX E-- Sec. 4; All of Sec. the
to be credited on the anniveraary of the breakfast each morning and ia a few
streaming from its nose and mouth. bond on the charge of having stolen
,
bidder will be required to pay ia cash S, T. 17 S., R. 36
containing 9R10..II date
of the contract next following the days your kidneys will act fine. Thia
A day later a Toyah doctor pronoun- seventy-seve- n
acrea. The improvementa consist of 3 wells,
cattle of Donaciano The successful bidder mast pay to the the entire amount bid for tie land.
famoua salts ia inade from the acid of
windmills, tank and fencing, value $2300.00. date of tender.
ced it entirely recovered from its Chavez and eight head of cattle of Commissioner of Public Lands or bia agent
of
of
No
bid
the
described
oa
the
onetwentieth
above
tracta
such
of land aelected for the Santa grapea aad lemon juice, combined with
sale,
The
sale
trip to the bowels of the earth.in But Charles A. Daggett from a ranch at holding
Sec 17; All of Sec. Fe and Grant Conaty Railroad Bone Fend lithia. and has been used for gemrmtiona
Sat Ne. 1151
price offered by hint for the land, four land will be accepted for leaa thaa THREE
a
the young mother, who lay
See. will be subject to the above terma and
The per cent intereat in advance for the bal- DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which ia the IS; All of Sec. 19: SWX Sec. 2d; SWX
Canjilon, Rio Arriba county.
NWX Sec 29; NK Sec 30, T. 16 S.. conditiona excent that the auceeaefnl bid to flush and stimulate dogged kidneys,
purchase price, fees for ad- appraised value thereof and fa addition 21;
nearby tent with a week old child cattle had been driven in four herds ance of such
the acids ia urine so it ia
2388.38 acrea The im
R. 35 E
aocceaarul
for
coats
muat
and
all
the
bidder
thereto
and
containing
in caah or certified ex- to
der aanat
pay
appraisement
was
vertiaing
at ber side, found that her hair
to Durango, Colo., and sold to ranch- incidental to the sale herein, each and all the improvementa that exiet oa the land. provementa conaiat of fencing, value $450.00. change at nay
no longer a source of irritation, thua
the time of sale
gray. Carlsbad Current.
the purchase price offered by him for ending urinary aad Madder diaorders.
ers. Sabino Jacquez was discharged of aaid amounta must be deposited in caah
Saw Ne. I1S2
NWX Sec. 22 WE', the land four per cent interest an adEach of the above described tracta srill
certified exchange at the time of aale
from the same charge, it appearing or
Jad tSetta is incs, pensive and cannot
Sec 27; E54 Sec 34; S54 Sec. 35, T. 16 S.. vance for the balance of ouch anrcbaae
and which said amounts and all of them be offered for sale
GRANT
that he had been merely employed are subject to forfeiture to the Stste of The above aale ofseparately.
land will be enbjec R. 3$ E. containing 960.00 acrea. There price aad srill be reeuited te execute a injure: nukes a delightful effei veecews
lithia-watedoes
r
New Mexico, if the successful bidder
to the following
terms and conditiona arc no improvements.
contract providing for the nay nasal ef the
drink, aad SMjbody can snaka)
by one of the defendants.
Excent for land selected for tee
In
of
aura
execute a contract within thirty davs via.:
balance
parens se
price
miataae by taking a little
The two Jasquez boys had eiilist-(Coi.tinu- not
Chino Copper Co. report for last
Sat Ne. lltS
SKSWX Sec 13; NEX thirty eenal ennnal tnetahnente with in a
after rt has been mailed to Bias by the Santa Fe and Great Conaty Railroad Bone
tw
keea
the
on page eight)
soneys clean aad active.
State Land Office, said contract to pro- - Fund, the successful bidder must pay St SEX Src 14; SEX Sec 15; EX. NXNWX. tercet en all defence payments at iht
quarter showa net profits of $2282,
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Oar Part in Feeding the Nation

THE RANCH AT THE WOLVERINE
A

tale

Bervlcs, UnlUd States Department of Agricultural
THE NATION NEEDS ANOTHER BIG CORN CROP

(Spacial Information

rf

tho wild outdoor life of pioneer days that called forth all the courage and resourcefulness of men and women inured to danger and hardship
(Copjrltm Little, Browa

CHAPTlia

By B. M. BOWER

Co.)

fare, foi ring herself to calmness again
or at least to sunity. She had to go
dark. She told herself so, many times.
So Billy Louise went back, to the
cabin, slowly, with shaking legs and
heart thut fluttered and stopped,
fluttered and Jumped and stopped, and
made her stagger us she walked. She
reached the doorstep and stood there
with her palms pressing hard against
her checks again. "You've got to do
It. You've got to!" she whlspercj to
herself commiindlngly.
She never doubted that Ward was
Inside.
She thought she would find
him deud dead and horrible, perhaps.
No other solution seemed to fit the
circumstances. H0 was in there, dead.
It took courage to open that door,
hml courage enough
,"'t ,!ily I'0l
to open it, and to step inside and close
the door after her. She did not look
lit anything in the cabin while she did
It, though. She kept her eyelids down
so that she only saw the floor directly
In front of the door. She had a sense
of relief that It looked perfectly natural, though dusty.
"Throw up your hands!" came
hoarsely from the bunk. Billy Louise
gasped and pulled her gun, and
dropped crouching to the floor. Also
she looked up.
From her crouching position she
looked Into Ward's fever-wileyes.
He was sitting up In the bunk, and he
was pointing his big forty-fivat her
relentlessly. "Get up from there!" he

XIV.

Ing to yuh. I won't take any chances obeyed. She got the washbasin and
on your not trying It again. I'm going a towel and
to bathe his

do, and you don't whine about It ; and
I've been weak and horrid: and I'll
prepured
to protect myself right.
Billy Louise Gets a Surprise.
head. He wanted a drink. And when have to love you about a million years
"You throw that gun on the bed." she held a cup to his lips and saw how before I can
ViTOIITENED, worried, Hick at
quit feeling ashamed."
lii'art lieouuso her crowding doubts
(Billy Louise did so, her eyes still greedily he drunk, a little sob broke She kissed him again with a passion
and suspicions hail suddenly do- upon Ward's flushed face.) "Now, get unexpectedly from her lips.
She or remorse for her doubts of him.
v. ioped Into black certainty Just when
down that tablet from the shelf. gritted her teeth after It and forced
"Are you through being pals. Wil
she had thought them (lead forever,
Here's a pencil." He drew one from a laugh.
belmlna?" Ward brdke rules and freed
Louise
rude
Hilly
under his pillow and tossed It toward
"You're Bure a hard drinker," she an arm, bo thathe could hold her
up (he narrow,
her. "Now you write the truth about bantered and wet her handkerchief to closer.
rocky gorge. She had come to have a
of
the
all this rustling. It's a bigger thing lay on his brow.
vague comprehension
tempta"No, I'm just beginning. Just betion Ward must have felt. She hail
Mian shows right in this neighborhood.
"That's the first decent drink I've ginning right I'm your pal for keeps.
I know thut.
romp to accept pityingly the possibility
And I know, too, that had for a month," he told her, drop- But "
that the canker of old Inlliiences had
Foxy has been pulling down some on ping back to the pillow, refreshed to
"I love you for keeps, lady mine."
eaten more deeply than appeared on
the side. He never paid for all the the point of clear thinking. "Old Lady Ward stifled another cough.
"When
had
the surface.
set herself
She
stock that's running around vented Iortune's still playing football with are you going to marry me?"
him
his
as
and rebrunded MK. I've got thut sized me, William.
friend, who
stanrhly beside
I've been laid up with
"Oh, when you get 'over the hookln'
would help hltn win back his self- up. Pretty smooth trick, too; a heap a broken leg for about six weeks. And cough, I s'pose." Once more
Billy LouCorn Planters Do More Work With Lsse Laber This One Opens
better than working brands. He ought when I got gay and thought I could ise, for the good of her
respect. She felt sure that he must
forced
patient,
Two Furrows and Plants Them at One Operation.
suffer terribly with that keen, anulytlto hove been satisfied with that but a handle myself again, I put myself out herself Into safe
flippancy that was
c:il mind of his, when he stopped to
crook never is satisfied. I knew he of business for a while, and caught not flippant at all, but
merely a tender
think ut all. lie had no wurped ethics
wasn't the tenderfoot he tried to make this cold before I came to and crawled pretense.
machinery, economizing labor and
wherewith to ease his conscience. She
out, and when I saw some of his stock duck into bed. I'm sure glad you
"Now It's up to you to show me GROW
doing the work ln a less laborious
BIG
knew his Ideas of right and wrong
and thut gate fixed to ring a bell when showed up, old girt. I was getting up whether you aia In any
manner.
hurry at all
were ns uncompromising us her own,
It was opened, I knew he was a crook. against It for fair." He
to get well," she said. "Keep your
Much of the corn that Is now hpsked
coughed.
and If he stole cattle, he did It with
But he made a big mistake when be
"Looks ll':e It." Billy Louise held hands under the covers while I make
from the shocks could be handled more
Ills eyes wide open to the wrong he
WITH
LABOR
threw In with you, you
herself rigidly back from any emo- some tea. That fever of yours has got
economically and with a saving In feed
was doing. And yet
"I want you to write down the tional expression. She could not af- to be stopped Immediately to once."
value of stover by substituting ma"That's bad enough, but to try and
truth about that Hardtip deal ; who ford to "go to pieces" now. She tried
She went over and busied herself
chine huskers and shedders for hand
f:ishn evidence on someone else!"
was In with you. I know, all right, but to think Just what a trained nurse about the stove, never once looking Federal
Specialists Make Sug labor. The use of corn pickers would
I want It down on paper. And I want would do, In such a case. Her hospi- toward the bed,
l.illy Louise gritted her teeth over the
though she must have
accomplish similar results ln the case
to know how long Foxy's been In with tal experience would be of some use felt Ward's eyes worshipping her.
treachery of It. She believed he hud
of corn husked from the standing
gestions on Economizing With
done that very thing. How could she
who's
and
you,
She hunted through the cupboards
working the game on here, she told herself. She rememstalks. Unloading and elevating maMan Power.
the outside. Get busy ; write It all bered reading somewhere that no ex- and found a bottle of turpentine;
help It? She laid seen the corral and
chinery at the crib should be Introhad seen Ward ride away from It In
down.
I'll give you all the time you perience is valueless. If one only ap
and yellowed with age, but punduced and more generally used ln
the dusk of the evening; or she be;
need don't leave out anything. Dates plies the knowledge gained.
gent with strength. She found some
many sections where It is now unlieved she had seen him, which was
INCREASE CORN PRODUCTION
and all, I want the whole graft. Don't
known or not commonly used. Where
"First," she said cheerfully, "the pathe same thing. And she knew what
to
try
away. I've got this gun tient must be kept quiet and cheerful.
such facilities are not available cribs
to the
,ay behind him. Was his version of like
and you know So don't go Jumping up and down on
!
should
be constructed In such a
that on me,
up I'm aching forguard,
the past after all the ci.rrect one?
an excuse
He your broken leg, Ward Warren; the
Tractors and Larger Implements Will manner that they can be filled and
and go over and sit in that chair. I've
Might not the paragraph she had
stopped andrrv.coughed again, . .hoarsely,. ourse forbids It And smile, If It kills
Machine HarvestHelp Farmers
emptied with the least possible labor.
i
mimed been nothing more than the got a few things to say to you."
...i.inni- - iucu a., i
ers Rather Than Hand CutI"1"' excePl you."
Blllv Louise somehow .rrnsnert
For level ground double cribs with
h. i'"' "
Irulh?
Ward grinned appreciatively. Sick
to a certain point" Ward was
an
elevated driveway and approaches
Are
ters
Advisable.
truth,
up
for
Louise
him;
fought
fought
Iiilly
BI"T Loulse- wltn the tablet on her as he was, he realized the gameness
that will enable the loads to be driven
with her stern, youthful Judgment sick ; so sick he didn't know her.
'rHmo"n
to
of
to
realLouise
he
failed
write.
;
what
pmenaea
Billy
Another big corn crop Is needed. through the cribs and dumped or
which was so uncompromising. It takes She thought she would better humor From under her lashes
she watched ize was the gameness of himself. "I'm
him. She got up and went and sat in
Last
to
contact
of
close
with
life
year's planting of 120,000,000 scooped out of the wagons without
years
Ward curiously. She saw his attention a pretty worthless specimen right
the chair as he dlrec'd.
acres yielded the largest crop ever har any high pitching are very
give one a sure understanding of huhis
saw
wuver,
wander
eyes
he
said
I'm
"But
now,"
aimlessly
apologetically.
Ward, keeping thi 'un pointing her
vested 8,159,494,000 bushels.
man we- -' ess nml human endeavor.
There
about the room. She sat very still yours to command,
seems to be every reason to believe,
At thfc ..d. when Blue would have way, sneered at her In a way that and
You're
waited,
the
marks
doctor."
making
scrawly
In the opinion of officials of the Unitcrossed and taken the trail home, Billy made the soul of Billy Louise crlmple. that had no
meaning at all. She saw
"Nope, I'm the cook, right now. I've
too amazed
Louise reined him Impulsively the hhe raced Mm
ed States department of agriculture,
CALL FOR MORE CORN
Wurd's
on
loosen
the
a
von
hunch.
fingers
got
How
like
would
revolver,
. .
.
other way. Until that instant i she bad nt the change In him to feel any fear
....
that our own welfare and that of the
h
h,
"
"
"
$
'
He had whls- - lnu,
""""
? V
not intended to seek Ward, but once 111,11 ne woula nrn
allies, as well as neutral nations, make
Wheat excepted, corn Is the
WIN
two Inches long.
She wouldn't
lrrouSthe
her fingers had twitched the reins
''rf tner
desirable an even greater production
most valuable and Indispensable $
have known hlra except for his hai- rhesidid
not
Blue's
she
.he"
neck,
of corn In 1918 on an acreage approxi.gainst
of the world's grain crops. It X
ud
"Tea, yon mean. I'll have It ready
tousled; and his TltlT ,llr. h' da,ln
(ate; she did not even argue with her- - "d that was terribly
mately equal to that planted ln 1917.
holds a commanding position In j&
J
co"on.to ,he nortn- - ln ten minutes." Then she weakened
self. She Just glanced up at the sun. pes, though they were wild and angry. ward. He bad
Increased production may be accomthe agriculture of the United ,J
forgotten her.
before his Imploring eyes. "You really
saw that it wus not yet noon so much Hls Toloe was hoarse, and while he
plished In a number of ways, and In a $ States. Its vast acreage and j
B'nred at her. he coughed with a hard,
oughtn't to drink coffee, with that fe
may happen In two or three hours!
recent
of
States
the
United
publication
A heavy yields are responsible to J
CHAPTER XV.
ver, Ward. But, maybe If I don't make
cronpy resonance.
and sent Blue up the hill ut a lope.
department of agriculture, "The Agri- JJ no small extent for the success JJ
It very strong and put In lots of
" nu came nacK- I'd yuh?" he
She did not know what she would
1918:
cultural
Situation
for
Part
VIII,
bucks-roo!cream
We'll take a chance,
The Hookin'-CougMan.
J or agriculture. The department - v
fin or what she would say when she asked grimly at last. "Well, you didn't
Corn," specialists of the department
of agriculture, ln Its program Is- .J
LOUISE waited unother
get a chance to plug me In the buck.
saw Ward.
make
better
suggestions
regarding
BILLY
"How much sugar, patient?" Billy
5 sued early ln February, which Jj
or two, weighing the pos- The two mares fed dispiritedly at How long did you lay up there on the
methods.
more
use
The
of
extensive
and amplified the
sne saw Ward's fin- - Louise turned toward "Jm with the tosioumes.
the lowest corner of the field, their bluff Ithis time, waiting to catch me
Implements will make It J ifood production program for JJ
"""to can sugar bowl ln her hands.
hair rough with exposure to the win- when wasn't looking? I've been wish- - gers drop away from the cun. hut th
to
easier
this
the
year
approximate
"None. I want to taste the coffee.
remulned close enough for
J; 1918 published by the depart- -- J
d.n.
ter winds and the storms, their ribs Ing I'd left that rone so It would hn
acreage of last year,
1"
ment in August. 1917, recomyou, you
(Billy Louise ously quick gripping of it again, if the thI tr,p-- '
In
showing. With nil the hay he had put hung
when
sections
especially
employed
"Oh. all right ! It's the worst thing
mended that an acreage of corn
to certain man- - whim seized him. Still sure) - in
listened round-eyeJ
. i. .
.
...... n
...
now
.
corn
up,. Ward might nt lenst keep his
Is
..
.
.
...
where
,
,
.
a
V
i
i
rwm
VOtl
nnnM tlilnlr
grown profitably
v..... v, K.fr
euuuih-bs- ,
uui Ihnl'a lh.
Tvaru wouiu never get crazy '
iw -- rt one mm ugwn on ner rtnscs Dcsiae but on a more limited
upjiruAiiuuieiy equal 10 iiwi ui
miaugc tu uer ears.;
horses In better shape, Billy Louise
-scale than Is
on
was
the
which
ana
I
ana
ner
1917,
wuui
to
nurt
'
ruiieum
Bed
i
femlargest
suppose
you
trie
and
enougn
oxy
that
cried,
uiwnys
Perhaps her
censured, as she passed them by.
desirable, because present methods A record, should be planted In Ji
ha If breed have been
up some inlne assurance of her hold on him what tne' """tn't have."
a
man
amount
Farther along, Billy Louise heard a more evidence, huh? fixing
of
labor.
large
"Sure get it, too." Ward spoke be- - lord In a small bucket and melted half require
You figure that more than her courage, kept her nerves
J
1918, with possibly slight reduc- - X
welcoming nicker and turned her head. I can't catch 'em this time and work fairly
she tore up a woolen The more general use of recently A lions In certain sections to free
tieady. She bit the pencil an-- tween ,on8- satisfying gulps. "How's a cupful. Then
and the brands
Here came Rattler,
and
Improved tractors that X aneas for
5,our ther patient, Wllhelmlna? How's undershirt she found hanging on a developed
over, so they'll stand Y6's, sently, watching him.
spring wheat. In 1917 X
trotting down a shallow and I'll get railroaded to the pen.
aown upon are adapted to the uses of the small J the acreage devoted to corn was $'
Ward turned bis head restlessly on " mZ"Z
enessiy
two
to
meet
horses
Blue.
The
well
as
as the large farm would X
farm
gulley
Ward
she'8 Jead momml s him.
the pillow and coughed again. Billy
119,755,000 acres, A
chummed together whenever Ward
to Increase the acreage and to pt approximately
with 105,672,000 acres, X
I nlse got up quietly, went close to den1 '" B"1 Loulse broke down nn" I "Yon b"0"' De Brewed all over your tend
compared
wus nt the Wolverine. Billy Louise
and A
the bed, and laid her hand on his fore-- exPecteJl.v and completely. She went lungs," she announced with a matter-head.- ' effect a saving In labor. The use of A the average for 1911-1pulled up and waited till Rattler
that cost her something; larger plows, harrows and other Instru- X with 107,083,000 acres for 1912 X
His head was hot, and the veins down OD her kn(es beside the bed and
reached her. He and Blue rubbed
&
were swollen and throbbing on his crle1 as she nad not crle(' s,nce sne 'or Bl"' L"I,se' Innate modesty was ments used In fitting the land would A
and 106,197,000 acres for 1915. A
make It possible to accomplish more A
noses, and Blue laid back bis ears and
looked the last time at mommle's still only just topped by her good sense.
temples.
In
shook his head with teeth bured.
man. Similarly the substituWard submitted without protest work pertwo-ro"Brave Bucknroo got a headache?" ,ace' ne,d ln tnBt terrifying calm. She
playful pretense of anger. Rattler
planters and two-rohe queried softly, stroking his tern- - crled unt11 Ward's excited mutterlrs while she bared his chest and applied tion of
How Potato Spraying Paid.
In
disdain at the
kicked up his heels
double
In place of smaller
cultivators
her
warned
must
herself
she
that
warm
mixture with a smoothly
the
"Got the hookln'-cougpull
Hies soothingly.
Some
growers, according to
threat and trotted alongside them.
orous palm. "That'll fix the hookln' and less efficient Implements would a recent potato
too. Got every measly thing he
statement from the departIt
to
make
same
do
the
Billy Louise rode with puckered eyepossible
"Yon be
can think of. E- - n got a grouch against
she commanded cough," she salu, as she spread the
ment of agriculture, have expressed
brows. Ward might neglect his stock,
the Flower of the Ranch-oh!- "
Her brokenly, fighting for her former safe warm layers of woolen cloth smoothly amount of work with less expenditure the opinion that It does not pay to
of
labor.
but he would never neglect I'.attler
cheerfulness.
voice was croonlngly soft and sweet.
"I'm all right.
Pity from shoulder to shoulder. "How doea
spray potatoes for late blight. That
like this. And he must be at home,
Replant Missing Hills.
as if she were murmuring over a sleepy yourself, If you've got to pity some-- It feel?"
thorough
spraying will control the
since here was his horse. Or else . . .
In
some
Is
sections
It
"
I an stand my trouble. I
D0(,y"Great," he assured her succinctly,
In seasons of bad Infection has
blight
She struck Blue suddenly with her
as
to
the
hills
replant missing
practice
Ward closed his eyes, opened them, "aren't got any broken leg and
and wisely omitted any love making,
been proved many times ln the past,
s
nnd went clattering up the
and looked up into her face. One hookln' cough." She managed a laugh
"will your game leg let you turn soon as the cornIs is up to a stand. says the statement, and most recently
trail where the snow lay In shaded,
done
hand came up .uncertainly nnd caught then and took Ward's hand from her over? Because there's some dope left, Frequently this
by dropping In Aroostook
county. Me., In 1917.
crusty patches rimmed with dirt. The
her fingers closely.
"Wllhelmlna- - nalr and laid It down on the blankets, ,nd It ought to go between your shoul- - kernels by hand and covering with a
In the county this
other
Among
places
trail was untrncked save by the loose
A
hoe.
and quicker was
mlne !" he said. In his hoarse voire. "Now we won't talk about things any ders."
shown conclusively at Aroostook
stock. Where was Ward? What had
His eyes cleared to sanity under her more. You've got to have something
"The game leg ought to stand mora method would be the use of small hand farm, where extensive experiments
done for that cold on your lungs." She than that." he told her. tnrnln
happened to him? She looked again!
touch.
.ln.i. planters. These could be used to ad- were conducted by the United States
at Rattler. There was no sign of re-Billy Louise drew a small sigh of re- - rose and stood looking down at him "if I hadn't got this cold tacked onto vantage for the first planting also In department of agriculture In
cent saddle marks along his side, no
lief and reached unobtrusively with with puckered eyebrows.
me. Td have been trying to walk on It sections where comparatively small
with the Maine Agricultural Extelltale Imprint of the cinch under bis
areas are planted and where It Is at
"Mommie would say you ought to by now."
her free hand for the gun. She slid
periment station. In one block where
was
Ward?
Where
belly.
It down away from his fingers, and have a good sweat," ahe decided. "Got
"Better give It time since you've present the custom to drop the corn small
test plots sprayed with standard
r.lind, unreasoning terror filled Billy
when he still paid no attention, she any ginger?"
been game enough to He here all this by hand and cover with the hoe.
l.oi.lse. She struck Blue again and
It Is the practice In some localities bordeaux mixture were Interspersed
"I dunno. I guess not," Ward mut- - while and take care of it. I don't
picked It up quite openly and laid It
with untreated
average
plots, th
the footboard. Ward did not tered confusedly.
plunged Into the Icy creek crossing
lleve I'd have had nerve enough for to plant a much larger number of
on 11 of the former was at the
near the stable. She stopped there
kernels than the number of stalks yield
say anything. He seemed altogether
"Well, I'll go out and find some sage, that. Ward." She poured turpentine
rate of 181.2 bushels per acre, while
just long enough to see how empty
occupied with the amaiing reality of then, and give you sage tea. That's and lard Into her palm, reached Inside desired and to thin to the desired that on an
equal number of untreated
end desolate It was. and how the
her presence.
cure-all.-"
another
his collar and rubbed It on his shoul- - stand when the corn plants are about
I
plots was at the rate of 143.5 bushels
irses nnd cattle ha'1 huddled against
"You've got a terrible cold; and from
to
She did not spend all her time pick- - ders. "Good thing yon had
Inches
This
method
six
tall.
eight
plenty of
- sheltering wall out of the biting
the looks of things, you've had It for Ing sage twigs. A bush grew at the grub handy. But It must have been may be satisfactory where plenty of per acre, an increase of 37.7 bushels
"So You Came Back, Did Yuh?"
or more than 26 per cent ln
v, inds; and how the door was shut
about six months," said Billy Louise, corner of the cabin within easy reach. awful I"
labor Is available, but where It is de per acre,
favor of bordeaux mixture.
jn.d fastened so that they could not Well, you've overplayed your hand, Her eyes went comprehensively about She went first down to the stable and
was pretty lonesome," he admit- - sirable to economize labor It would be
"It
I let you fellows down easy. won eou oi rae caDin, wun ine up-- ira ciue insiue and unsaddled nlm, ted
i!"t In. She opened It nnd looked In,
advisable to plant tested seed at about
laconically, and that waa
Test Yeur Seed Corn.
i nJ shut It again.
Then she turned Inst time. I don't reckon Foxy object- - Dieted cracker box. the
warn was ivfnd- - ntiler when in went
the same rate as the stand desired and
hla ramnla nlnM
It Is not too late In most sections to
.
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i ... ,k
t.in
...i. ! . i,
t
mi,.h
I" mc I....U.
..,u.u u
iew i lurnea oacit 10 noxes or peaches and tomatoes, ana in. except that he was waving her
no
do
i.iu,
thinning.
test seed corn. Five or six days are
Billy Louise then txrared th.
Where was Ward? Whnt had hap- - him ,nd I don't reckon you did any the buckets that were all but empty handkerchief to and fro
A more general use of efficient harby the cor- - off the sage leaves she had been brew!
ample for the test. Never before has
pened to Wrrd? Thief or honest man. kicking when you found I'd cut the of water. She was shocked at the dIU ners to cool It Billy Louise took It Ing In a tin basin,
would
a
permit
it been of such Importance to detercarefully fished out vesting machinery
treacherous or true what hud hap- - rope so It wouldn't hold your rotten ful evidence of long helplessness. She from him, wet It
again with cold water. a stem or two, and made Ward drink more economical use of labor. A corn mine the germination of seed corn beenrcass. You can't let well enough did not quite understand.
pened to him?
Surely and scolded him for getting his arms every bitter drop. Then she covered binder with an attachment for elevatfore planting. Because of unusual conBilly Louise saw the doorstep banked alone, though. You thought you'd raise Ward's cold had not kept htm In bed from under the covers. That, she said, him to the eyes and hardened her
heart ing the bundles of corn Into a wagon ditions last season, much of the seed
over with old, crusted snow. Her me. did you? You thought you'd come so long.
was no nice way for a hookln'-coug- h
more
should
be used much
extensively held over will not be fit to plant, at
against his discomfort, while she kept
heurt gave a jump and stopped still, back and try another whack at me be-"Well, this Is no time for mirth or man to do.
the handkerchief cool on his head and than It Is for harvesting ensilage corn. least at the regular rate of seeding.
She (elt her knees shake under her. hind my back. You knew hanged well laughter." she said briskly, to hide how
Ward meekly submitted to being eov- - between times swept the floor with a There Is also on the market a machine The
germination test will show how
Her face seemed to pinch together, the I wasn't the kind of man that would close she was to bvst.arta, "sine It ered to his eyes. Then be wriggled his j
broom and wiped thit converts the corn Into ensilage much of the seed will grow. Let the
carefully
nesr; cunsing close to me nones, tier jump me country. lou knew you a looks very much like the morning chin free and demanded that she kiss me oust dampened
on things and restored the in the field, elevating It into a wagon, rag doll tester make this determinaw'lole being seemed to contract with find me right her, attending to my after.' First, we've got to tackle that him. Ward waa
from which It Is sucked or lifted into tion for you. Your county agent or
fairly drunk with hap-h- e room to Its most cheerful atmosphere
fever of yours." She picked np a plness because aha waa there. In the of llvablenesa.
deadly fear that gripped her. It business like Tve always done.
the silo. The use of either of these your agricultural college or. If you
v as like that chill morning when she
"But you've overplayed your hand. water pall and started for the door. cabin,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
machines, especially the latter, would have time to write to Washington, the
crept out of her cot and gone over This time Tm roing to get yon and As she passed the foot of the bnnk.
"Ward Warren, you're a perfectly
do away with the necessity of much department of agriculture, will describe
mommle's bed and had lifted mom-- , Foxy and the breed along with you. It she confiscated the two revolvers and awfni
i tn.
Zlne In Tennessee.
laborious work.
the use of this simple device. It will
hand that was hanging down. . . . was a rotten trick, running Y6's over took them outside with her. She had that' s
Over 52,000,000 pounds of sine was
to be the only one Oh,
Work Done by Hand.
be well, specialists of the department
She came to herself ; she was run--; Seabeck's brand. If I hadn't caught no desire to be mistaken again 'or Ward, going
It Isn't I" She knelt and curved produced by Tennessee mines In 1918,
A large percentage of the cutting
of agriculture say, to retain all ears
r.jng up the creek, away from the you In the act, you'd have planted Buck Olney.
an arm around hta face and kissed the largest operators being the Ameriof corn is done by hand showing a' germination of 60 per cent
cihln. Running and stumbling over them cattle where all h 1 couldn't
When she came back Ward's eyes him again and ei araln. "I do lor can Zinc company, at Mascot, and the and shocking
labor. In some sections, becas?se of or more. The poorer germinating ears
rocks, and getting tripped with her have saved me when they were found. were wild again, and he started np yon. Ward. I've been a
Bmbree Iron company, at Xmbreevllls.
or other will have to be used If the supply of
unfavorable
RMhg skirt. She stopped, as soon as If I hadn t caught yon at It and run ln bed and srlared at her. Blllr Lo- - horrid tnii.. ..d
..h.
.k. The production of gold, sliver and cop- reasons. It is topography
not practicable to use seed germinating 80 per cent or better
-- ..c
nur
...c .r.
i
mm
we
mm
ana tola
wnoia cunsc, lse laugnea at
u.i
to lie middle of m bones. Ton'r m n
uuiug,
luuuuji.mi am
per In 1916 was less than the producmscbine cutters. However, the greater is not sufficient. Keep the poorer seed
stopped and stood wltn her hands Td have been op against It for fair, down like a nice bnckaroo, and Ward, brave buckaroo always
tion in 1915. but the output of lead
always
part of the corn that Is now cut by separate and If it must be used plant
pressed hard gainst each side of her So now you're going to get what'a com- - recalled to himself by ber voice. You've don what do other man would and sine Increased.
hand labor esuld be harvested by It thicker than the rest.
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A

YEAR

OF

DISASTERS month

550 were killed by an earth- -

quake on the Island of Ball, on the

IVrth Never Trembled Se Violently Malay archipelago,
In April many were killed In Tus--;
and Se Generally as During the
Past Twelve Months.
cany and L'mhrla. In Italy, by an earth- -'
I

i

lo-oj--

marked the past year, quite
from the tragedies of the war.
' oae of the most dreadful In modern
tiiiOv Karly In the year Hit? an
!i;it,e imiirm; In rvntrol For-bcLater in the name
killing
f

St--

quake.

Shocks occurred In different

that destroyed the parts of the world throughout the
of Guatemala has added to the spring, the most severe being In San
of disaster and horrors that Salvador, where fortunately no Uvea

An earthquake

were lost, though sertods damage was
done. Heavy damage was done la
July In the Samoa o Islands, with losses
of life. In August an earthquake In
New Zealand cansed serious destruc- tlon. In September Colombia felt a

l,.'H .

series of shocks lasting for two weeks,
with the destruction of hundreds of
houses and some losses of life. A
disaster of another character, but belonging to the record of misfortunes of
the year, occurred In Halifax harbor
on the 6th of December, when a munitions ship was destroyed by collision
with another vessel and over U500
lives were lost, with a property loan of

people homeless. Rarely has the earth
trembled so violently and so generally
as during the past year. The full toll
of deaths from the shakes will perhaps never be known, as many of the
disturbances
In
remots
occurred
places.
--

When a Child Falls."
When a child falls la school, must
It always be the fault of the child? May
quake, It not be the faults of his parents? Or
the full effect of which la aot known, of the school which be attends? Inves
but which baa doubtless take a heavy tigations have shown that there Is a
toll of life and has rendered 12S.UU0 boat of children whose mental sin.
$50,000,000.
Now comes the Guatemala

.rf

Hrf

'V.

'S

.'l

glshness is due to physical causes. Dr.
M. P. B. Groszmann writes la Humanitarian.
Even conservative estimates place the percentage of children
Suffer! nr from mtmm nhvtJral aflmmt
at 75 ; this means about 18,000,000 cnH-aren of school age la this country. Almost all of these ailments are ramo.
able, even preventable.
They range
from decayed and maladjusted teeth
with their manifold sad effects upon
the efficiency and the temper of the
growing child to such actions defects
as nervous disorders, hiniri alisna.
blindness, etc

A rank growth of weeds becomes sn
asset when plowed under before they
make seed.

Thorough preparation of the land Is
the best cultivation that can be given
a crop.
la the management of the farm there
is nothing that affects Its continued
prosperity store than Its prodnctlve-

All cereals should be kept In dry,
d
store rooms. . Damp, dark
cellars should never be used for storing foods.
Economy In tbe purchase of farm
Implements is not necessarily based on
low first cost, for good equipment properly cared for will last and give better service for mapy years.

BETTER PIGS FROM

are as strong as ine wall Itselt,
which, of course, is all that It necessary. It Is only a waste of material
concrete founto put in a 12 to
dation to the floor line when the footing 30 to 86 Inches below the ground
line can be easily made the proper
width, and the wall really started st
this point
It has been demonstrated that In
building the foundation In this way
to the floor line, fully 60 per cent Is
solid concrete foundasaved when
tion Is taken into consideration. This
Is partly on account of no forms required and partly because of the saving of wall above the footing. In laying the hollow tile below the ground
level, It has been found that nothing
in the way of strength or ability to
serve Its purpose Is sacrificed by leaving out the Joints between the ends of
the tile, and a great deal of time, of
course, Is saved In laying.
Experiments and experience have
proven that the only reully satisfactory
way of building u hoghouse floor Is
to use hollow tile or fake floor of
boards or some other means of securing dead air spaces immediately under
This is well secured by
the hogs.
tile In 4 or
using a second-clas- s
thickness with a
top cont of
1 to 4 cement and sand spread on top
of this course of tile.
The proper changing of the air In u
hoghouse Is of the greatest importance, for In order to do It properly.
It Is necessary to have control at all
times and yet have no drafts directly
on the hogs.
For letting the air In, openings should
be left just under the eaves on euch
side of any type of hoRhouse, and It is
found that a 5 by 12 opening about every six feet Is very close to being right.
This is easily secured by leaving out
a S by 8 by 12 tile If this size Is used.
The exit of the uir, the rldge-rol- l
type of ventilator which we have developed, is by far the cheapest and
fully as effective as any of the more
fancy types. For n few cents, 0 rldge-roventilator will provide as much
ventilation as nn equivalent number
of dollars Invested In some of the more
These ventilators
elaborate types.
should be placed from six to eight
feet apart, depending upon the exposure of the building.
A very common mistake is made In
providing means for the air getting out
with no way for It to get in.
Of course, the openings under t lie
h

THIS TILE HOUSE
Permanent Structure of Sunlit
Type Found Profitable Investment.
LIGHTING THROUGH THE ROOF
Partitions Should Bs on Hingei 80
That They May Be 8wung Up,
Permitting Pens to Be Turned
Together.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and slve advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
the readers of this paper. On account of
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
he Is, without doubt, the
Manufacturer,
highest authority on sll these subjects.
Address all Inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue. Chicago,
stamp for
III., and only Inclose three-cereply.
By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Too much importance cannot be paid
to the construction of your hoghouse',
and observation has no doubt convinced you that "permanency pays' In
more
this type of building
than In any other.
A hoghouse built like a daylight factory is as important to your bank account as to the ultimate consumer of
your ham and lard;
By far the most effective means of
lighting a hoghouse is shown in the
It is
illustration.
accompanying
through the roof, and by using the
greenhouse type of sash laid flush with
the roof. In this way the sun shines
down more directly upon the glass and
less of the
ruys are deflected.
It Is a
fact, that practically no germs can exist la direct
sunlight, and therefore you should
make use of this chenpest and best
disinfectant on the market to do your
share In reducing the enormous loss
from dlsense in western hogs.
with the
The 6 by 8 or 6 by 7 foot-deway along the passageway has
proven to be the most economical size
in the straight-sidhogliouse and an
s
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Floor Plan.
It Is possible to feed young pigs stimulating and conditioning foods before
they are weaned.
Some general details that apply to
all types of permanent hoghnuses will
Hollow tile foundabe Interesting.
tions when laid on a hollow tile or
concrete footing to get the proper
amount of bearing on the ground.

PUT TABLET OUT OF REACH
Fact That Information It Gave, Was
Untrue Did Not Disturb Austrian Villagers.
"I remember some years ago," writes
"while spending a
night In a small Austrian
day and
Tillage, not far westward from Vienna,
located on a delta formed by the confluence of a lesser stream with the
Danube, my attention was arrested
while walking through the settlement
by a marble tablet, set in the brick
wall of building, on one of the most
Important street corners. I aaw that
tbe tablet bore an Inscription, but it
waa to high above the street that I
could not, distinguish It; to I asked
of man who kept a wine shop opposite what the tablet signified.
was placed there,' said the rotund publican, to mark the height of
the waters of the Danube at the treat
freshet of a certain year.'
" 'Mercy r I eald. 'As high as that!
Why, I should hare supposed your village would have been swept away I
"OhT replied the citizen, patronizingly, that was not where the water
was. The Baron Zwettel gave ns the
beautiful tablet to mark the great
flood and It was put there, where you
see the bricks disarranged by that lower window, and that it where the flood
was ; but the wretched boys defaced It
and threw mud at It and made It a
mark for their arrows, so we put It up
there out of their reach. Aha t They
cannot trouble It now.'
"And, truly, tbe mam did not seem
to see any Incongruity In tbe affair

a correspondent,
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eaves should be provided with small
doors or other means for shutting off
part of the air in extremely cold weather. Sliding doors all connected together by a light rod may he easily
made so that the whole side of the
building may be regulated at one time.
How Man Fights Nature's Forces.
From cradle to
Life is a fight.
grave man is engaged In a struggle

against nature's forces. With our first
breath we begin to counter these
forces, and continue from our first
breath to our last, says Charles M.
Horton, in Industrial Mnnngemeut. Individually we arc compelled gradually
to give way to these forces to decay.
It is the law. Nature dictates. And
all life recognizes It. From earliest
dawn of history mankind has Instinctively resisted this law, actively and
passively. Humanity's first thought
is the one big active agent, nnd as an agent It came to
mankind as an outgrowth of primitive
man's own endless fight against decay. .
Only Plea He Could Put Up.
Two young girls wntched the "nutty
young Cutlihert" pass along the street.
"Did he appeal for exemption?" said
May.

"Yes," sntd Ray. "You might have
known he would."
"On what grounds?"
"I don't know," replied Ray, "unless it wns upon the grounds that if he
went to war his wife's father would
have no
to support."
The Universal Poet
It Is said that a poet has died young
In the breast of the most stolid. It may
be contended rather that a (somewhat
minor) bard In almost every case survives, and Is the spice of life to his
possessor. Justice Is not done to the
versatility and the unplumlied childishness of man's imagination. His life
from without may seem but a rude
mound of mud; there will be some
golden chamber at the heart of It, In
which he dwells delighted ; and for ns
dark as his pathway seems to the observer, he will have some kind of bulls-ey- e
at bis belt. Robert Louis Steven-toTaller Trees Attract Lightning.
Foresters say that the tall cotton-woowith its rigid bark. It more apt
to be struck than the lower beech and
that In a great forest the taller trees
are much more liable than the lpwer
trees.
Superstition Is held to be responsible for the belief that tall trees
Dear a bouse protect it from lightning,
for such a thing as a lightning-proo-f
tree Is said to exist only In old tales
and fables.
Trees and Lightning.
There Is a strange superstition relative to the liability of certain trees
being struck by lightning. All kinds of
Ideas have been advanced along these
lines. The ancient Romans believed
that the mulberry, laurel, peach, larch
and box trees were lightning proof.
Not a few foresters of modern times
are of the opinion that certain trees are
more or less liable to destruction by
,
lightning.

GARDEN JOGS
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Are your flats filled with fertile forcing soil?
The new handle for the spading fork? Did yon think of It?
Those wood ashes from the
fireplace? Are you saving thani
for the potash they contain?

Lesson
(By REV. P. B. FIT2SWATER, D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the
Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyrlsht, IMS, Western Newspaper Union.)
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JESUS TRAN8FIGURED,
FOREOLEAM OF THE KINGDOM
OF GOD.

LESSON TEXT
GOLDEN TEXT
Son: hear ye Him.
ADDITIONAL,
TEACHERS-Matth-

II Peter

ew

Mark 9:2-2This Is my beloved
Mark 9:7.
FOR
MATERIAL
17:1-2Luke

1:1-2-

PRIMARY TOPIC-W- lth
Jesus on ths
mountain.
TOPIC-Meetlng
INTERMEDIATE
with prayer.
ADDITIONAL MATERIAL James 5:16-SENIOR AND ADULT
and service.

TOFIC-Vlst- on

The hopes of the disciples were
crushed when ChrlsQ announced his
death on the cross. They were unable
to see how victory could Issue from
death. Jesus took with him Peter,
James and John, and went Into the
mountain apart by themselves. According to Luke, they went there to
pray (Luke 9:28). While, doubtless,
he longed for fellowship and sympathy
as the shallows of the cross were falling upon him. his chief desire was to
get the disciples apart and Into a state
of receptivity, so that he might show
them the methods of the kingdom.
going Into the mountain, he declared that there were some standing
in his presence who would not taste of
denlh till they had seen the kingdom
of God come with power (v. 1). That
their drooping spirits might be revived
and their confidence restored, he was
transfigured before them. The disciples sorely needed such n vision. If
the faith of the disciples was to he
kept through the dark hour of the
cross which was looming large before
them the light of the eternal must
beam forth. The disciple now. ns
then, needs n glimpse of the glory beyond the cross In order to face the Issues of the hour. Two men from the
tipper world were sent to converse with
Jesus nhout his approaching death at
Jerusnlom tin very thing about which
the disciples refused to talk. Then,
too, God's own voice was heard In
words of npproval of Christ's course,
directing them to hear the Master.
of the coming kingWith a
dom, and the approving words of God
himself, the disciples cannot doubt the
ability of Jesus to carry Into execution his kingdom plans. That this Is
true Is not only shown by the context
nnd circumstances, but n.v the Inspired
Interpretation of one who was there
with him and knew all (hat transpired.
Peter snlil: "For we did not follow
cunningly devised fables, when we
made known unto you the power nnd
coming of Jesus Christ, hut were eyewitnesses of his majesty. For he received of God the Father honor and
glory, when there came such a voice
to him from the excellent glory. This
is my beloved Son, in whom I am well
pleased. And this voice we ourselves
heard come out of heaven, when we
were with lilm In the holy mount. And
we have the word of prophecy made
more sure, whereunto ye do well that
ye take heed, ns unto a lamp shining
In a dark place, until the day dawn
and the day arise in your hearts" (2
R. V.).
Peter 1:10-1I. Jesus
Christ Glorified on the
Mountain (vv. 2, 3). He took his disciples "by themselves" and was "transfigured before them." This shows the
purpose terminated upon the disciples
and not upon himself. Christ's rebuke
of Peter for his unwillingness to hear
concerning his death apparently for a
time estranged the disciples from him.
To heal this breech, nn unusual transaction wns required. His "shining raiment" was typical of that glory which
shall be manifest when he comes hack
to the earth.
II. Peter, James and John Represent Israel In the Flesh in Connection
With the Kingdom (v. 2). Christ Is
peculiarly the King of Israel. Accordthey are to be
ing to Ezeklel 3"
the central people in the kingdom.
This people shall be gathered from
among the nations, united as one in
that kingdom In their own country.
III. Moses and Elias Appeared In
These men
Glory With Jesus (vv.
in the glorlifiod stnte are typical of the
state of the saints in glory. Moses,
who wns once denied an entrance to
Pnlestlne, appears now In glory, representing the redeemed of the Lord who
shall pass through deuth into the kingdom. The thousands of the Lord who
have fallen nslcep, at Christ's coming
shall be awakened nnd pass Into the
Many
kingdom through translation.
shall be living upon the enrth when
the Lord shall come, nnd they, without dying, shall be changed nnd" pass
Into the kingdom (1 Cor. 15:50-53- ;
1 Thess. 4:14-181. Feter's foolish proposal (vv. 5. 6).
Moses and Elins, who had been a
hong rime In glory, would be ill at
home In a tabernacle on the mountainside. It would have been to Peter's
credit to have been silent, since be
knew not what to say.
2. The Divine voice out of the cloud
(vv. 7. 8).
He Is declared to be the beloved Son
in whom God is well pleased. When
one desires to know what pleases 5od,
look at his perfect Son, Jesus Christ.
3. Jesus' charge (vv.
He instructed them that fhey should
tell no man concerning the things
which they had seen until he bad risen
from the dead.
IV. The Mighty Power of the Divine
When they deServant (w.
scended from the mountain, they saw
a great multitude In a s'tate of perplexity. The immediate cause of their
perplexity was the grievous ttate of a
young man who waa possessed with a
demon (v. 18). Tbe father of tbe
the young man had appealed to ths
disciples to cast the demon out, but
tbey were unable. When they brought
him to Jesus, the foul spirit was rebuked r. 25), and came forth. Thll
young man's state Is representative of
tbe nations wbo are' oppressed by tbe
devil. The people were grievously oppressed.
,
e
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equivalent number of square feet floor
space should be used for each pen in
the round hoghouse.
Experience and observation have
convinced the writer that the partitions between the pens should be on
hinges, so as to swing up. Thus all
pens may be turned together. The
partitions along the passageway should
slide up and be so made that they can
be fastened about nine Inches above
the floor. By having the partitions
along the passageway so that they
amy be raised partly up in this way.

are being formed, brussei
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are more hardy than cubhuge ami tu
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This crop Is onej of the most endurIt
and satisfactory vegetables.
can he grown on almost any
soil, but will do best on n deep
sandy lonm. There Is little possibility of having the ground too rich, nnd
liberal applications of partly rotted
barnyard manure should he made
the plants are set. The seeds of
asparagus may be sown during the
spring In rows where the plants are to
remain, nnd the seedlings thinned to
stnnd 14 feet apart in rows.
It is usually mure satisfactory to
roots, as conpurchase
siderable time Is saved In this way.
As the asparagus bed Is a permanent
feature of the garden. It should be
accordingly. Before setting the
plants the soli should be loosened very
deeply, either by subsoil plowing or by
deep spndlng. It is a good plan to remove the top soil and spade manure
Into the subsoil to a depth of 14 or 16
inches.
The plants may be set In
rows for horse cultivation or In beds.
If In rows they should he set 14 Inches
apurt, with the rows 3V4 feet apart.
If in beds, one foot apart each way Is
the proper distance to set the plants.
In setting the plants the crowns should
he covered 4 or 5 Inches deep.
In the Nortn the plants should receive a mulch of 4 or 5 inches of manure In winter.
In the South the
mulch Is not necessary, hut the plants
should receive a coat of manure or nn
application of fertilizer, preferably In
autumn.
No shoots should be removed during
the first year the plants are set In the
permanent bed, nnd the period of cutting should he short during the second
year.
ing
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LIMA

BEANS.

Limn beans should not he planted
until the ground Is thoroughly warmed
up, as they are a
crop nnd
the seed will rot If planted when the
ground Is cold. Most gardeners prefer the pole varieties, as they yield
better than the bush varieties and are
superior to the bush varieties In ninny
other respects. One marked advantage of the pole beans Is that they may
he planted around the fence, utilizing
the fence as a support for the vines.
In this manner a crop of heuns can
he secured with the use of a minimum
amount of spacing.
When planted in rows In the garden, pole limn beans are usually planted In hills 3 to 4 feet apart and supported on poles or a string and wire
trellis.
The bush limns are usually drilled
In rows some 3M feet apart for horse
cultivation, or slightly closer for hand
cultivation. The limn bonus are a full
season crop, thnt Is, they occupy the
ground for the entire growing season,
and a sufficient amount should he
planted to provide for the needs of the
family for the entire season. Any surplus not used green may be allowed to
dry on the vines, picked and stored
for winter use.
Lima beans constitute one of the
most satisfactory crops for growing
for winter's use, as the only enre necessary to save them Is to pick the ripe
pods, dry them thoroughly und shell
the beans. In the northern portion of
the country where limn beans do not
thrive, pole beans of the Lazy Wife
variety will give satisfaction.
heat-lovin- g
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many sections may be planted in the
fall. They should be set in rows 30
to 30 Inches apart if for horse cultivation. The plants should be set from
20 to 24 Inches apart In the rows.
Brussels sprouts may be stored fc
winter use In much the same way at
cabbage. The best method Is to take
up the plants, pack them closely together in a trench, covering them with
straw or other litter to protect tbem
from freezing and thawing.

SHERLEY FOR BUDGET SYSTEM

Is there need now, at In the days
of pence, for a reform budgetary system of national finance for the United
States government?
Representative
The edible portion of the kohl-raIs the thickened stem. It Is closely reSwagar Sherley of Kentucky says yes.
He Is the chairman of the house comlated to cabbage and cauliflower. It
mittee on appropriations, one of the
should he sturted In the hotbed or winbiz finance experts of congress, and he
dow box und set in the open ground
has been a budget advocate during the
about the time of the last frost. The
greater part of the 16 years he has
method of planting and the cultivation
been a member of the national legislaIs similur to that practiced for cabture.
bage. It can be plunted In the open
"I am not hllnd to the fact," he
at the same time. Early sowings are
said the other day In the course of an
made, and if thinned to 4 to 6 Inches
interview, "thut there must be and
opart the plants will soon grow to
shou4d be a wide distinction between
edible size under favorable weather
the spending policy of the nation In
conditions. This plant should receive
time of peace and its policy in time of
much more consideration than usually
war. Under normal conditions we
Is given it. It is really
poor man's
should consider every expenditure with
cauliflower.
reference to whether it Is worth tbe
In
burden It puts upon the people.
COLLARD3.
time of war there Is only one side to
thnt vital nuestion. In time of war we,
The culture und uses of col birds are
the same ns for cabbage. The piuuts ns the representatives of the people, must spend to the lust of all that the
should be sturted in very early spring people have, If necessary, to save the people themselves.
and set nut us soon as the ground is
In condition. They withstand the hent
better than cabbage and are much
DIRECTOR OF PROPAGANDA
used In the southern portion of the
country. Collurds do not form a true
head, but Instead a loose rosette of
An American propaganda "cam I
leaves, which, wheu blanched, are
of world-widextent, having fori
paign
very tender und of delicate flavor.
Its purpose the spreading among the
No southern
garden Is complete lieu I nil s of the truth about America's
Too often, howwithout this plant.
role In
the Informing of the
ever, It has constituted the sum total people of Germany of what the Unit
1
In the shape of garden supplies. Use ed States Is
fighting for, nnd lastly,
it, but don't ubuse it.
anil most Important, bolstering up the
morale of our allies by a thorough
PARSLEY.
knowledge of what this nation Is doing
and plans to do to help them, has been
The seeds of parsley should be undertaken by Arthur Woods, police
souked for a few hours before plant- commissioner of New York under the
ing to insure germination. They are administration of Mayor John Purroy
slow In germinating ami should he Mitchel. The
propaganda Is to coun
J
handled very carefully. After one or teract the sinister effects of German I
set
be
two transplanting!! they should
lies and machinations all over the
In the open ground In rows 12 to 18 world, and Mr. Woods will act In har4
Inches apart mony with the committee on public In
Inches apart and 3 to
In the rows as early as the soil can be formation, of which George Creel Is I
put In condition. A small area devoted chairman.
to this crop will be sufficient for the
In directing American propaganda I
average family.
outside the United Stntes Mr. Woods
It is used as a garnishing and for will have the opportunity of Inftisinul
flavoring soups. Keep a Utile of It the American spirit into places where It Is needed. To the French and thu
growing at all times. It gives a pleas- Italian people will be told the true story of what America Is doing and will
do, and what are her purposes, nnd in this way his tusit will be to counteract
ing touch to many dainty dishes.- the Influences of the German propaganda.
PEPPERS.
KOHLRABI.

a.

Plant the seeds of peppers in the
hotbed about six weeks to two months
before time to set them In the open
ground. Tbey should he transplanted
at least once and should not be set in
the open until the ground Is thoroughly warm. When grown In the garden
the large
types should be
placed In rows 3 feet apart with the
plants from 15 to 17 Inches apart In
rows.
Frequent shallow cultivation
should be given, and the plants will
continue to bear until frost kills them.
bull-nose- d

IN YOUR HOME GARDEN

"Dig deep, manure well, work
often." Thus Pliny the Elder,
nearly 2,000 years ago, summed
His advice Is
up gardening.
good today.
Enthusiasm must be backed
by solid purpose enough of It
to surmount obstacles nnd survive disappointments.
The best Insurance against accidents in gardening Is knowing
how to garden.

PROFITABLE

USE OF MANURE

RECTOR

Garden and Orchard Will Take Good
Care of All Fertilizer ProThe radish is quite hurdy and may
duced on Farm.
In
be grown throughout the winter
the
middle section of the United Stutes. In
all of the barnyard
Save and
many portions of the South it is pos- manure thatapply
Is produced on your
sible to grow it in the open ground
farm. The garden and the orchard
throughout the winter. For the home are like
prospective candidates they
garden the seed should be sown In the are "in a receptive mood."
It Is difopen ground about the time of the Inst ficult to
garden land too rich. In
killing frost. The seed should be sown case theregetseems
to be more nitrogen
In drills at a convenient distance for
of manure
cultivation, usually about 18 Inches. from heavy applications
To be of good quality, radishes must than the oilier constituents, apply acid
balbe grown quickly in rich soil, nnd be phosphate and hardwood ashes to
used as soon ns of sufficient size. Suc- ance the fertility constituents.
cessive plantings should he made every
Find Amount of Seed Needed.
few days until the weather becomes
Aim to make every seed count. Rewarm. They will not withstand hot
weather and are suited to early spring member the supply of some of the
more Important varieties of garden
and late autumn planting.
There are autumn varieties of rad- seed Is limited, and in order that all
ishes which may be grown late in the ma'y obtain enough to meet their needs,
to make
season and stored for winter use the everyone should
same as beets or turnips. A few of what Is used produce a maximum crop.
these will add variety to the winter
Broadcasting Manure.
supply of vegetables.Manure for broadcasting on top of
the plowed ground should be well rotBRUSSELS SPROUTS.
ted nnd fine. After spreading mix It
Brussels sprouts are closely related well with the harrow before drilling
td cabbage and cauliflower, and may In the seeds.
be grown In very much the same manGrown In Greenhouse.
ner. The seed may be started in the
Swiss chard Is sometimes grown In
window box or In the hotbed and
to ndvnntnge.
Beets
transplanted to the garden when the the greenhouse
may he started under the greenhouse
ground is In condition to work.
to preInstead of a single head, Brussels bench If there Is light enough
vent their becoming spindling.
sprouts produce a large number of
small heads, these heads being formPlace for Permanent Crops.
ed In the axils of the leaves. If the
Berry bushes, rhubarb, asparagus
heads become too crowded, tbe leaves
should be broken off so as to give the and such garden stuff that Is permaheads more room. However, a few nently established shonld be grouped
leaves should always be left In the on one side of the garden nnd extend
full length of the garden.
top of the stem where the new heads in rows the
-

General Arrangement of Garden.
The general arrangement of the garden has much to do with the ease with
which It may be cultivated and cared
for.

Remove Rotting Vegetables.
the vegetables in the cellar
and remove any that are rotting. Most
vegetables keep best In a temperature
of about 40 degrees. Squash should
have a warm, dry place for storage.
Go over

Crack Com for Poultry.
Many Uses for Leaves.
Cracked corn should be sifted beIf farmers .only understood the
fore being fed to poultry. The amount many uses to which leaves could be
of meal saved will more than offset put, more of them would be stored.
the tabor.
Feeding Small Chicks.
should be given to
Sour sklm-milIt is important that the cow should
have access to fresh water at all times. J tbe chicks from tbe very start.
k

DEEP IN WAR WORK

.

Dr. William T. Manning, rector of
Trinity parish In New York, snld to be
the largest and wealthiest parish In
the world, who aligned himself with
the forces opposed to the appearance
in New Y'ork of Dr. Karl Muck, director of the Boston Symphony orchestra,
has been an active figure In patriotic
movements since the beginning of the
war. He was one of the strongest
supporters of t lit allied cause. It is
said, between the outbreak of the war
and America's entry Into It, and was
V' ' atstfstsssfisftte
J
particularly prominent In the movement of protest against the Belgium
deportations In the winter of 1!16.
He was an advocate of conscription
long before that measure was adopted.
Since last December he has been
serving as voluntary chaplain at Camp
Upton. His term expired the tirst
week in March, but at the request of
Ills
Upton officers he Is to continue atMannnst In the cantonment. Doctor
United States when a boy
the
to
came
In
but
1806.
in
was
born
England
nlng
New ork us vicar of
of ten. and Is an American citizen. In 1WB He came to
s ree . The followNinetysecond
West
in
of
St. Agnes' chapel
Trinity parish
nnd upon the death of Kev. Dr.
rector,
elected
assistant
was
he
ing year
of Trinity.
Morgan Dix In 1908 he succeeded to the rectorship

RADISHES.
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the-war- ,

JACKLING

HAS BIG JOB

When the government decided that
the
$90,000,000 should be expended for
erection of explosives plants it felt it
showed It should be shown where and
how the money was spent. So It called
for Daniel Cowan .Tackling and he re-

sponded from the Pacific coast.
liaised in Missouri, Dun .lackllng
Is the very essence of the "show-ine- "
despirit, and when asked by the war
partment to take charge of the building of these plants he consented.
He was born in Appleton county,
Missouri, In 1809, where he spent his
early school days. He took up the study
)f metallurgical engineering at the
Missouri School of Mines. In 1892 he
course und betook a
cause of his thorough knowledge of
the subject wns made assistaut professor of chemistry nnd metallurgy.
His first big nccoinpllshment was
In 1897, when he was appointed superintendent In charge of the construction
work of the Immense metallurgical plants of the Consolidated Mercury Gold
mines in Utah.

fHliii

RABBI WISE A PATRIOT

I

Carnegie ball has heard fervent
words from the lips of Rabbi Stephen
8. Wise, leader of the Fret Synagogue
of New York, but perhaps none more
fervent than those uttered when he
called upon Morris Hillqult and "other
American bolshevlki" to withdraw
from the leadership in Jewish life, at
least for the period of the war.
Doctor Wise was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1872. His father.
Rev. Dr. Aaron Wise, was for a long
time rabbi of the Temple Rodeph Sho-loin New York, where the son was
educated. He attended the College of
the City of New York and then Columbia university, from which he was
After studying theology
graduated.
at the Jewish Theological Seminary of
America he became assistant rabbi of
the Madison Avenue synagogue. In
1S93. ' He was made rabbi the next
year, and retained the pulpit until
1900, when he went to Oregon. In
1907 Doctor Wine returned to New York and organized his Free synagogue,
street and later In Carnegie ball.
which met in a church on West Eighty-fir-
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Senator J. E. Reinburg, of Dona
Ana county, now a captain in the
U. S. Navy has been transferred
from the base in Delaware to that
at San Diego.

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
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NEW MEXICO NEWS REVIEW

NEW MEXICO

SOCIETY. CLUBS, LOOKS,

CHURCHES

from page five.)
ed in the army at Fort Logan, Colo.,
and there was considerable trouble
and
Geo. W. Woodson of Moriarity
in getting them out of camp, but
was a visitor in the city during the
finally they were taken by the sheriff 444,444.4-4'44-t'4"rhas recently 4.44.4.4,4.4,4.4.4.4.4.4.4..4.4.4....44.4.4,
week. Mr. Woodson
of La Plata county, Colorado, who
E C Iden, of Roswcll, was in the
Mrs. E. J. Roth will leave
y
LOVE AND FATE
had warrants trom Durango, ana as
Department Moating
perfected a machine for cleaning
city Monday
lor Albuquerque to visit relatives beans of which he is both a dealer
The Aid department of the Womthe train on the way to Durango
Santa Fr Red Cross
and friends a few day.
and producer.
passed through New Mexico at Cha- - O. if the world were but to re- an' Union of the First Presbyterian
Miss Aurora Lucero has returned
New Museum building; open
create.
church will meet this afternoon wit'i
ma, the sheriff of K10 Arriba county
from a brief vsit with friends in
Eugene Kempenich, of Peralta, was
every afternoon 2 to 4:30 p. m.
For the benefit of farmers and
took the prisoners on New Mexico That we might catch, ere cloied, the Mrs. Theodore Corrick on lower San
Las Vega.
Book
here during the week and attended gardeners the weather bureau anof
Sewing. Knitting. U.tize Work.
Francisco Street.
Fate,
thus
and
the
trouble
saving
warrants,
And make the writer on a fairer leaf
Tuesday Keening Open from
the meeting of the itate highway nounces that the average date of the
expense of requisition proceedings.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Bond and Mrs. commission.
7:10 to 10 p. m.
Inscribe our name, or quite
Tli Woman's Guild
last killing frost in Santa Fe and
C. ti Corlctt, of Espanola, were city
Of the church of the Holy Faith
vicinity is April 25. The dat of the:
ROOSEVELT
vi'imrs Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel hldodt, of latest known killing frost is May 18.
tUm
will meet this frnnnn
The SanU Fe Chaptr
from
in
cancel
O
the
were
this
the
week
Better
better
dence of Mrs. Frank W. Parker on
Chamita,
city
th?. past month W. O. W.
Shipped
during
id M. Kosenwild
of the
Mora
Bond
Mrs
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the
funeral
the
of
to
late
scroti
Bnyi
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State S.mator Albert Calisch. of
Manhattan avenue.
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Rrcord Breaking Activities
enlarge
drop
drop
he
day afternoon.
from
t"'0 operations
recovering
ot w, gat.-.- ;
ccs. another swou-- nt
A
he
ml.,nimosl to blly
that roll
was forced to undergo in the re240
muslin
v nnr VV. K. Lindsey returned
dressings
bandages
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C. A. BISHOP & CO.

Hot Water for
Sick Headaches
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GOOD THINGS TO EAT

'

Bakery Goods

Coffee Cake
Raisin Bread

Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Bananas
Grapes

Oranges

Apples

Vegetables

Celery

8

Sweet Potatoes

phoa-phat-

WE HAVE THEM ALL

KAUNE'S

on

Phon2S

stay-at-hom-

